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VETERANS

60,000

THREE ROBBERS SLUG
POSTOFFICE MESSENGER
IN
ST. LOUIS
GIVE PUT

DEFYING

A

PATIENTS. SQUANDER

St

Up

No Power Can Take Man From Duty,
He la Told in House

Washington A request from Representative Fitzgerald, republican, ol
Ohio, for a months' leave of absence
from the house because he had been
"'ordered" as a reserve officer to military duty at Camp Knox, Kentucky,
precipitated a lively tilt in the house.
Representative Lanham, democrat, ol
Texas, objecting to granting the request, while Representative
Garrett,
acting democratic leader, held that a
"serious question" had been raised
and requested that action he defer'
red.
"I would like to know what power
can order a member of congress away
from, his duty in peace time." Mr.
Lanham said.
i
Represertatlve Greene, republican,
Vermont, a member of the house military comlttee, said the request had
teen worded "crudely" and explained
that "no reserve officer in time of
peace can be ordered to camp except
at his own request.'.'
Request of house members for leaves of absence ordinarily are granted
without discussion.
Discharge of Negro Porters
. Texarkana,
Texas The proprietors
of the three leading hotels here eah
received notices signed "Ku Klux
Klan committee" reading as follows:
"Get rid of all negro porters.
Thi
means buplneas.' Negro employees of
two of the hotels immediately quit
their Jobs, while the negro force of
the third hotel was reduced by 60
percent, It was said.
Levies Tax on Car- Importation
Houston, Texas Garra Leal, Mexican consul declared In a statement
that Tretsldent Obrcgon by executive
decree effective August 1 Imposed an
Import tax on vehicles amounting to
approximately 60 percent of the valus
of popular American cars now beiof
shipped into Msxieo.
-

British Marshal Is N.Br Death
Cowea. Isle of Wight Field Marshal, Sir Henry Hughes Wllnon, ohUf

the British Imperial general staff
had a nyrow
(rss izHTit
Of

Aooessorles
and Supplies

Phono 42

P. & R. GARAGE

f.'Oh'EY

Senator Walsh of Massachusetts De
mands That Situation Be Laid
Before Attorney
General
Daugherty at Onoe

i

LEAVE OF ABSENCE DENIED

Tires end Tubes
Boots and Patching

Ellda, New Mexico

QUIT

Louis, Mo. Three bandits held
and slugged Tommy Felaldo, a
poBtoftice messenger at Wood River,
III., near here, and escaped with threo
tnall pouches, one of which is believed to have contained 160,000 in currency consigned to the Standard Oil
refinery at Wood River.
The robbery occurred shortly after
the ponchos were thrown from a Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland and St.
Louis train from St. Louis.
FeiaWo met the train, placed the
pouches in a push cart and started
lor the postoffice across the tracks
when the armed trio steped from an
automobile and commanded him to
throw up his hands.
He apparently
was slow in complying and one of
th bandits struck him in the face with
his fist. The other threw the pouches in the automobile and escaped.
An hour later an abandoned automobile was found in a cornfield five
miles south of Edwardsville, Illinois
Nearby was a rifled mall pouch containing parcel post matter addressed
to Wood River residents.
A number of men in automobiles are
scouring the territory for the bandits.
The money was sent from the federal reserve bank here to meet the
payroll of the refinery.
David C.
Biggs, governor of ths Eighth federal reserve
district, refused to announce the ammount shipped, explaining he had been cautioned by postal
officials to give out no information.

GUARD

SAYS IMMORALITY VICE AND
CORRUPTION ARE IN
HOSPITAL CAMP

Auto And Rifled Mail Pouch Was
Found in a Cornfield Flvo Mile
South of Edwardsville, III.
U Report
;
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Carl F. Egge of Minneapolis, who
has been appointed general superintendent of the air mail service, with
headquarters In the Post Office depart,
ment at Washington. He has been In
the postal service 30 years.
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Excess Profit and Soda Water Levy
to Be Abolished and Cigar
Demanded

Washington, Conditions
at th
Johnson City, Tenn., old soldiers'
home, where former service men are
receiving hospital treatment ' are so
deplorable that unless congress acts
immediately, the casualties there will
be proportionately higher than occurred in the world war, director Forbes
of the war risk insurance declared
before a senate committee.
Agohts of the bureau have Just com
pleted a secret investigation of the
institution in which ' are quartered
nearly 860
former service men
Colonel Forbes declared were living
under
astounding
conditions
of
vice, corruption and Immorality.
"Patient" Is Witness
head brought as a
'Tn.?,.iwar rl
witness M. P. Mclnereny, the agent
who made the investigation and who
lived for a week as a "patient" at the
home.
The latter told the committee of having Dought morphine, moonshine whiskey ana extract of ginger
containing 95 percent alcohol on the
home reservation. He declared intoxication was common among the former service men, and" asserted that
immoral women overrun the grounds
on which the Institution is located.
The witness said he had encountered many patients who carried
and defied the guards to take
the firearms away. There was absolutely no discipline, he added, and
the patients "ran the place to the extent of forcing the executive officers
to withdraw the guards from the dining rooms." Loaded dice ahd marked
cards were . supplied by "parasites"
from the outside and the
patients
drained of the money given them by
the government.
Daugherty to Act
As Mr. Mclnereny told of his week's
experience. Senator Walsh, democrot
Massachusetts,
demanded that the
situation be laid before the Attorney
General Daugherty for action.
The
senator declared that all of those in
authority at the home, and whom he
said had appeared to have permitted
the condition to continue, should be
indicted for malfesance in office.
No action was taken by the committee, however, but Mr. Walsh declared that the sending of former
service men to "such hell houses has
got to stop.'
Colonel Forbes again
explained that his bureau was unable
to correct the evils because of lack of
jurisdiction
of the soldiers' home,
which is administered by the federal
board controlling all such institutions.
He declared he felt It his duty to
make public his findings, however, in
order that public sentiment might
wipe out the "curse" which he saT3
his Investigation had showed to exist.
The institution the director said,
was inadequately officered, did not
have sufficient doctors and nurses
and needed additional guards who
could Isolate the hordes which, he
said, daily marched on to the proy
that awaited them among the patients,
many of whom, he added, were "mentally not responsible for their ads."
for welfare societies t
He
lend their, aid.

Washington A federal tax on nntiv- tobiles and a reduction o transportation by one-hal- f
for the next year, and
their repeal altogether a year from
now were recommended to the house
ways and means committee by Secre- tady of the Treasury Mellon.
A tax revision program estimated
to raise between $3,800,000,000 and
4,600,000.000 in revenue for the present fiscal year and at the same tima
reduce taxes J500.000.000 was sueeested to the committee by Mr. Mellon.
Corporation Levy Doomed
In addition to the automobile tax
and reduction of the transportation
taxes, the administration's program
outlined- by the secretary included the
following suggestions:
Repeal of the excess profits tax.
Reduction of surtaxes on higher in
comes.
Increase of corporation taxes to 15
percent if the capital stock tax is re
tained and to 16 percent if the capital
stock tax is repealed.
Increase in taxes on clgarets, cigars
and tobacco.
Increase in first class postage rates.
making the rate on letters three cenfs
and on postcards two cents.
A tax of two cents on checks.
Repeal of the soda and ice cream
taxes.
ExpensS Not Estimated
Mr. Mellon told the committee It
was Impossible to estimate now what
the running expense of the federal
government will be for the- present
tinea! year.
The secretary included 1600,000,000
for the railroads and $250,000,000 for
the shipping board in his estimate of
$4,600,000,000. The treasury will know
within a short, time, he told the committee whether money must be raised
for the railroads and also Just how
much the shipping board will require.
Mr. Mellon expressed the opinion to
the committee in executive session
that the government would not need
any money for the railroads if the
Wlnslow bill authorizing the railroad
administration through the war finance corporation, to fund the railroad's debts is enacted and that the
shlping board will not need a very
larga sum.
Minimum to Be $10
Goes on Tour of Stores
The committee was told by Mr. MelBerlin Mrs. Marguerite E. Harrilon that it could be reasonably safe
son, the American newspaper corresif it framed the tax bill so that it pondent
who recently was released
would raise approximately $4,000,000,-000- .
from prison In Russia, arrived in Ber'from Riga, accompanied by United
The secretary recommended that lin
Senator Joseph I. France of
States
the proposed federal tax on automo- Maryland.
Mrs. Harrison Immediately
biles be graduated from a minimum of
$10, on small cars, Chairman Fordney began a shopping expedition.
said later that if the automobile tax
Fishermen Picked up at Sea
is levied, it will carry a provision reNew York, Three fishermen,
quiring theissuance of a certificate of
up from a disabled motor boM
ownership wUh each car to protect
miles
off the Florida coast on
public
purchasing
stolen
from
the
1 were brought here.
machines.
.
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Undertaker and Embalm
LICENSED BY 8TATE BOARD
ill?11- an"wrd r or nlfht Office phone 67 two rfecs.
Residence, 67 three ring. Asrent for Rotwell and Axaaxiilo
Greenhouse. PorUlea, New Mexico
Complete Line of Caskets and Robes

DRUGS, DRUG SUPPLIES
SICK ROOM SUPPLIES
Your Mail Orders are Solicited

ROSWELL, N.M.
GO TO

KEMP LUMBER CO.
ELIDA, N. M.
For Wire, Posts, Cement, Lumber and Building
Material. Sash. Doors and Hardware

a G. BRIDGES, Manager,

KENNA BANK & TRUST

COMPANY.

ICenna, Now Mexico.
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CTTIAIGFIT BANKING ON SAFE

AND COUND METHODS.
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Finds Peruvian
Gold on Island
Man Who Befriended Beggar U a neighboring" Island and rowed across
to see what the men from the stronpe
Rewarded With Key to
schooners were doing, was killed and
his tribal brothers, who crossed later,
Buried Treasure.

found only his empty canoe and
strange markings on the trees.
Sailing on to Australia, the four
ROMANCE IS NOT YET DEAD scuttled their vessel a few miles from
shore and, rowing to land, told of a
sea which opened the seams
Locates After Search of More Than storm at ship.
Not nil believed them,
of their
Cen.
Half
Seven Years Gold Hidden
for some residents hod seen the ship
tury Ago Church Despoiled
approaching and had witnessed Its
by Four Sailors.
mysterious sinking. There were no
police, however, In that section, and
Papeete, Tuhlil. Itnmanre Is not as the four ' looked desperate, they
yet dead. Tales of buccaneering, mur- were permitted to strike out overland
der on the high sens, burled gold on for Sydney unmolested.
ldnely. uninhabited Islands and charts
Beggar Divulge Hiding Place.
and cryptogruins of hidden treusure-trov- e
imagare not nil Inventions of
In 1014, yenrs later, a Mr. Howe
inative minds or legends of a day was accosted on' a Sydney street by an
which Is long past.
Such a tide Is that of the treasure
of the Island' of Pinakl, whose hiding
place, after a patient search of more
than seven years, has at last been
discovered: And now a schooner from
Tahiti has been dispatched to bring
away the gold.
Sailors Despoil the Peruvian Church.
A half century ago four sailors, deserters from a coastwise vessel,
joined revolutionists In Peru and Doctor Grenfelli "Angel of Labrlearned of a vast treasure of JeweJs,
ador' Issues Appeal for ReOpiate and Ingots, the property of the
lief of Fisherfolk.
In
Peru
church, which had been hidden
to prevent It from fulling Into the
hands of one of the warring factions.
Secretly, the sailors searched for the DREAD APPROACH CF WINTER
treasure, found It concealed In a
church and moved It to another hiding
place on the coast.
Hunger and Companion Miseries of
Going to Panama, the seafarers, at
Poverty Are Acute Because the
murnight, boarded a small schooner,
Fishermen Have Been Unable
dered the crew and, after putting the
to Sell Product of Labor.
treasure aboard, set sail across the
Pacific, Intending to make some EuNew York. Dr. Wilfred T. Gren-fel- l,
ropean port later to dispose of their
"angel of Labrador," has Joined
wealth, Itecalling that they had no
clearance papers and probably could forces with William Willard Hownrd,
not enter a European port safely, they nnd the Christian Wofi of New Xork,
decided to hide the goJd on some un- in the campaign to relieve destitution
inhabited Island and then get It later in Newfoundland by providing a marIn a vessel they would charter at Syd- ket forthe codfish upon which thouney, N. S. W., for trading purposes. sands in that country depend for liveAcross their path lay the Island of lihood.
Hunger and companion miseries of
Plnaki, In the Paumotu archipelago of
the south seas, and at this uninhabited poverty are acute in Newfoundland bespot they stopped and hid their loot. cause the fishermen have been unOne native, who observed them "rom able to sell the product of their labor.

The mnn a
aged beggar. Howe
few shillings and was surprised to
hear the man ask his name nnd address. Some time Inter Howe received an urgent summons to a Sydney hospital. There he found the beg-gn-o-s
who told of how he nnd three
others had burled their treasure, hod
sailed on to Australia nnd had set out
, IIII, Wntirp Newspaper Union.)
overland for Sydney. Plncks had atJuki as of old, the world rolls on
tacked them and killed two of the
and on.
sailors. The beggar and his surviving
The day dies Into night night Into
companion, Brown, tried for years to
,
dawn
get a ship to go for the treasure, but
Dawn Into dusk through centuries
untold-Juat
never obtained money enough. Brown
as of old.
finally disappeared, and he, Klllraln,
Jamoa W. Riley.
had fallen Into misfortune and knew
a
gave
Howe
his end was near. He
SUCCULENT SALADS.
him to bemap of the Island, be.-g-ed
lieve the story nnd to senrch for the
Salads using lettuce for the mnln
treasure. The following day the beg-ga- r portion of the salad should not be
died.
mixed until Just before
Since then Howe has been "searchserving to Insure the
aning for the treasure, and lately
crlspness of the lettuce.
nounced thnt he hnd found It In a
should be
Hhullow In goon on Plnaki. Lately he
washed,
and
drained
chartered a schooner nt Papeete to
wrapped In a thin cloth,
go to lift the gold after making a
Old curtains, good for
contract with the colonial government
nothing else, make fine
us to his rights in the matter. It Is
salad cloths. Wrap the
said the treasure Is worth several millettuce In the cloth and
lion dollars.
lay In the ice chest, then it will be
always ready.
Tomato and Cucumber Salad. A
very simple but attractive salad hi
one arranged on a long dish Or platter. Place ths sliced cucumbers In
overlapping slices and a few tomatoes
also sliced and arranged In the same
manner. Let each serve himself taking one or both. Puss the dressing
with the salad.
Pear Salad. Cat peeled and quartr. Grenfell came to New York a few tered pears Into eighths nnd arrange
days ago from Labrador whither he on lettuce with a little chopped apple
had gone after a conference here with and celery. Sprinkle with shredded
Mr. Howard, director of the New- almonds and serve with a rich
foundland relief work, and Dr., Fred- mayonnaise dressing.
Pineapple and Cheese Salad. Place
erick Lynch, treasurer of tue fund.
a ring of pineapple on a crisp leaf of
Fisherfolk on Verge of Famine.
curly lettuce and fill the center with
Dr. Grenfell reported finding de- a ball of cream cheese softened with
plorable conditions among the fam- cream and sprinkled with paprika.
ilies of the fishermen, and the Indus- Serve with a mayonnaise or boiled
try of the country lu a truly sad state. dressing.
He says : "I have Just received a
When the canned pineapple Is used,
message from Mr: Ed Grant of Blanc as Is the common custom, the Juice
Sablon, Labrador, asking If I can help thickened slightly and mixed with
there, as 'great destitution prevalia.' olive oil and a dash of lemon Juice
I am afraid that it will be very seri- makes a very palatable dressing to
ous by winter. 1 sent him a couple serve with the salad.
of hundred dollars to lit out some few
fishermen.
Seldom, If ever, was any knowledge
given to keep, but to Impart. The
"At Twlllingate only one-haof the
grace
of thla rich Jewel Is lost In connormal number of fishermen are being
cealment. Bishop Hall.
fitted out.
The savings are being
drawn steadily from most of the
CANNING WITHOUT COOKING.
banks, both In the out ports and In St.
Johns. I have that on the evidence
An old recipe for canning peaches,
of the bankers. W--e are starting the handed down for several generations.
new hospital building at Twlllingate.
required the
That Is a help."
peaches to be
Mr. Howard, discussing the discourpeeled and packed
aging reports from Labrador, com
compactly In Jars,
mertted :
covered with
"Twlllingate is the largest and most
sugar, shaken
prosperous place In Newfoundland outdown until the
enn was full of
side of St. Johns. If Twilllngnte can
fit out only hulf her fishermen for 'he
fruit and sugar,
sealed and buried
seusou's fishing. It Is a black outlook
for the rest of the Island. Biaiic Sab- three feet under the ground. This
lon is an Important fishing port at reclpo has
been tried and the
the entrance to the straits of Belle fruit Is delicious, flavor rich and color
good. Another year the same procIsle.
"If destitution prevails there now, ess was used, the Jars kept In the
Ice chest until, cold weathei, then
I hesitate to think what Doctor Grentransferred to a cold fruit closet, with
fell will find as he goes north.
as good.
The fruit Jars
"Much of the destitution could be results
relieved If one of my ships could leave should be" sterile and cold when the
Sterilize the fruit
foi the Lnbrador coast now filled to fruit Is packed.
the deck beams with flour, vegetables, Jars by putting them Into a deep pan
molasses and fishery salt.
A dollar of cold wnter after they have been
of help now would be worth $10 In thoroughly washed ; brinj to the boiling point both Jars and tops. Dip
next winter's Inevitable famine.
The committee is now engaged In a the rubbers, before adjustment. Into
program of .relief which will aid the bolllngwnter, put on the tops and set
starving Newfoundlanders and nt the out to'cool.
Raspberries. Wash and
Canned
same time provide food for families
"
made homeless and suffering In this drain the bsrrles, add an equal
sugar
weight
to
of
the
berries
after
country on account of the Colorado
flood. It Is offering the fish for sale every berry hns been crushed. Allow
to stand over nlgltf. or 24 hours in a
box, and purfor $10 for a
chasers who do not want fish for their cool place, stirring occasionally to be
own use may direct that It be sent sure that the sugar is all dissolved.
to the Colorado refugees.
Thus food Seal In sterilized Jars that hnve been
will go to hungry Americans and the well chilled and keep In a cool, dark
money which pays for It will go to the place. Strawberries and raspberries
canned In this manner are excellent
Newfoundland fishermen.
for shortcake, sauces for puddings or
Ripe currants ore
Ice cream.
canned this way, but It Is vital
there are only a few places along tie
entire 1,400 miles of coast line where that every currant Is crushed, otherwise fermentation sets In nnd the
schooners cannot make an easy
whole Jar Is spoiled.
Grapes. - - Wash
Preserved
the
removing any
DIAMOND 8 YEARS IN GARDEN bunches carefully,
bruised fruit. Lay, after draining.
Ring Lost by New Jersey Woman In carefully sterilized Jars, sprinkle a
Found and Restored byPresent
thick layer of sugar over the layer of
Tenant.
grapes, then repeat, using plenty of
sugar. Cover carefully, sealing the
Glen Hldge, N. J. Exactly eight top of the Jar with paraffin. Set In a
years to the day after she had lost cool place and In the winter one may
a diamond ring In the garden of her revel In these bunches of delicious- home the lost bit of jewelry was re- .nens.
stored to the owner. Subsequent to
Currant Jelly Without Cooking.
losing the ring Mrs. Smith removed Press the Juice from the currants and
from CI Hillside place nnd her former strain It To ench pint allow one
home was occupied by John Town-setipound of sugur; mix well until dissolved. Pour into Jars or glnsser and
For three years Mr. Townsend has let stand, well covered, n the sun for
been plunting the garden, and while three days, urape Jelly may be made
hnelng lima beans this week he saw In the same way, using one cupful of
what he thought was a bit of glass the strained Juice to two cupfuls of
shining on the ground. He picked up sugar; pour Into the glasses at one
the object and It proved to be a dia- after the sugar Is dissolved and th
mond ring. Meeting Mrs. Smith he next day It will be Jellted. Seal as
mentioned having found the ring. Its usual and put In the cellar
loss was explained and the ring was
restored to its owner.
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Amphibious Gun Mount Tractor
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Here Is a gun mount tractor, with
Held piece mounted, that rah
travel under wuter at a depth of 10 or 12 feet as well ns on hind. It Is being
demonstrated for army oflicers.

dell-clo-

CHINESE

SMUGGLED

INTO

U.

S.

.Combine Slips Yellow Men Into Wholen. "According to the statements we got from some of the smugFlorida by Way of Cuba.
gling parties that we have rounded

up, these Chinese remain In Cuba only
long enough to . make arrangements
with the smugglers to be landed on

Few Places Where Schooners Cannot
the Florida coast.
Make Easy Landing on Coastline of Southern State.
"The fact that all the Chinese who
hnve been arrested In this vicinity .are
Tampa, Fla. Chinese are being plentifully supplied with money and
smuggled Into the United States are able to obtain unlimited funds to
on a large scale by way of Cuba and defray court expenses Indicates thnt
smuggling
Florida, according to reports from the there la a
South. Unless prompt action Is taken combine at work."
by authorities at Washington, condiThe latest arrests In tha smuggling
tions will soon be as bad In the south- war were In Charleston, S. C, where
ern states us they were on the Mexi- four Chinese were picked up, with
,
where It took five years railroad
can
tickets from Cleat water,
to stamp out the smuggling of the yel- Fla., a short distance from Tampa, to
low men, says Immigration Inspector Washington, D. C. Six more were arWhnlen of Tumpa, Fin., In whose dis- rested the same da7 at Dunedan, Fla.,
trict much of the smuggling has been also near Tampa. These six were taken
going on.
when they tried to buy rullroud tick"We have lenrned that within the ets to Washington.
The coast of Florida Is an Ideal
past few months almost 73,000 Chinese
Lave beeu landed la Cuba," says place for smuggling operations as
bor-.Jer-

d.

GOOD

ROADS SAVE MUCH GAS

Trucks Use Twice as Much Fuel on
.
Dirt Highfays as on One
Built of Concrete.

That good roads cut the cost of
gasoline more than GO per cent is
stated by "Freight Trunsporatlon Digest." A loaded two-to- n
truck was
used in a test nnd In running 100
miles on an earth road consumed 17.3
gallons of gasoline, making an average of 5.78 miles a ralon- - The cost
figured at 25 cents a gallon was $4.33.
The same truck was used on a concrete road and traveled the same distance on 8.49 gallons of gnsollne, making 11.78 miles per gallon. The cost
in this case, figured on the some
basis, was $2.12. The net savings in
cost of gasoline on the Improved highway was therefore $2.21, or more than
100 per cent
Statisticians could step In here and
conjure a colossal sum to represent
tiie savings In gasoline cost If all the
highways of the United States were
paved, remarks the Columbus (O.).
Dispatch. They could, for Instance,
million,
f
assume that all of the
motortrucks in the country were two-to- n
trucks, end on this basis figure
out a 8avli.;i in gasoline costs equa o
a Couple " I.Ilwty
Issues.
This enormous reuuclIoD lu gai11u
costs, coupled with the ability to
handle loads with less tractlonal effort, has become one of the strongest
arguments for good roads. The two
tests cited In this Instance show conclusively that poor roads are expensive to the farmer and merchant alike.
The farmer who hauls with a motorof the
truck Is getting only
profit he could get and the merchant
freight truck operator
and lnter-citare pnying out twice what they should
for gasoline and are getting only
of the profit they could get.
one-hal-

ln

one-eight- h

y

one-eigh- th

GOOD GUIDE FOR TRAVELERS
Arrow on Signs Mark Detours on
Iowa's Highways and Point put
Proper Direction.
.

--

All detours around roads closed to
traffic In Iowa are carefully marked
for the guidance nnd protection of
travelers. Signs are erected at Intervals so that the proper direction can
be taken with the slightest deviation
from the regular route. The signs, as
furnished by the state to the counties
at cost, have a yellow arrow printed-agains- t
a black ground, with the word
"detour"- above and below the arrow.
-

The blank sign furnished to the counties is shown In the upper corner,
and as used, In the lower.
Tha
larger Illustration shows how the
igna are disposed to guide traffic
around a closed road.
When the sign has been placed with
the arrow pointing in the proper direction, the "detour" below is deleted
with black paint,. The name of the
place the arrow Is pointing to, and
other Information, is stenciled inside
the arrow. Popular Mechanics

MATHEMATICS

OF BAD ROADS

Farmer Solves Problem of Hours Lost
in Making Trip Over Road That
Is Deep in Mud.

If It takes a farmer, making a trip
tli rough the mud one hour and a half
longer than when the roads are firm,
how many hours are lost In a year If
1,000 farmers make an average of 12
trips a month? What would be the
monetary loss If each 1V4 hours lost
be estimated at 75 cents per hour for

each man and his team? This
proposition gave our old cut
considerable trouble, but he finally;
worked it out thus: One farmer multiplied by l'4 hours multiplied by 12
trips, multiplied by 1,000 farmers,
multiplied by 12 months equals
0
hours lost; going a step further,
and multiplying 210,000 by 75 ceuts,
you have $102,000 per annum lost to
the farmers. Our old cat is now pm.
derlng" how many road bonds this
annual loss would flout at 0 per cent
interest Union Ttuies,
"two-In-on-

21(5,-00-

e"

'

THE KENNA PECORD
shack, brtcg, tnree stones
and a basement.
"That banker was business all right,
and he put me through the whole
bundle of tricks before he'd even let
me Bit down. I had to He some, but
mostly I was posted well enough so
as to give him what ho was looking
for. Anyhow, I passed, and after that
he was rather decent. Took me Into
a room and gave me a drink, besides
asking me about affairs In Europe.
H 1, I didn't know only what I'd
seen In the papers but I gave hlra an
earful, and on the strength of his
name I cussed England for all I
was worth which at that time was
about a million bucks. Then 1 handed
over the letter of credit, and he
Jammed It Into his pocket like It was
a scrap of paper. I don't remember
that he even looked at it. After that
he was for getting rid of me, the sooner the better. But I needed to know
where Alva was, so I hung on, telling
the old guy I had a private message
that I had to deliver personally-strai- ght
from them financiers In LonSo, after skirmishing a while,
don.
he Jotted down an address on a bit
of paper, and the next thing I knew
I was out In the street, with that
gripped In my mitt."

nary-lookin-
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By Randall
Parrish
Author of
"The Strange Case
of Cavendish" -

the511V6I
A MILLION.

Synopsis. In a New Tcrk Jewelry
tore Philip Severn, United Btates
connular agent, notlcea a small boi
which attract him. He purchases
It. Later he discovers In a secret
compartment a writing giving a
clew to a revolutionary movement
In this country seeking to overthrow
the Chilean government. The writing mentions a rendezvous, and
Severn decides to Investigate. Find-In- g
the place mentioned In the writing apparently deserted, Severn
visits a saloon In the vicinity. A
woman In the place la met by a
mon, seemingly by appointment,
and Severn, his suspicions aroused,
follows them. They go to the designated meeting place, an abandoned Iron foundry. At the rendezvous Severn Is accepted as one
of the conspirators and admitted.
He meets a stranger who addresses
him as Harrr Daly. The Incident
plays Into Severn's hands and he
accepts It. His new acquaintance.
Is a notorious thief, "Gentleman
George" Harris. Concealed, Severn
hears the girl address the conspirators. She urges them to hasten
the Work of revolution. The girl
discovers Severn listening. She aco
cept his explanation of his
and nska him to meet her next
day. He tells her his name is
Daly. She Is "Miss Conrad."

Copyright, br

hold of the scheme. It seems he's In
with the hunch rr Rome extent; that
Is, they use him whenever they need
to, and occasionally hand him a bunch
of money It's never too dirty for him
to touch. Anyhow, he knew enough
to put me wise to this dump, gave me
the pass-worand all that. It looked

as though there might be something
in it, so I blew over here tonight Just
to take a look. I was merely prowling around when I ran Into you."
"I see," he muttered, as I came to
an end, chewing savagely on his cigar.
"Did the Russian say anything about
me?"
"Not a whisper. I supposed I had a
cienr run for the money, except his
rakeolt."
"The dirty dog.' Because I didn't
show up on the dot, he was ready to
ditch me. Now listen, and I'll tell you
the. straight story. I'm going to jeed
you, and we'll divide flfty-flftleaving this guy to suck his thumbs, is
that a go?"
"He's sure nothing to me shoot,"
Harris poured out a stiff drink, and
put It down ; then touched a match to
the extinguished cigar.
"Waldron sent me a cable In Eng
land about a month ago," he explained
briefly.
"He didn't make the thing
very clear, only that he had a big deal
- CHAPTER
V Continued
on, and wanted me In on It. 1 bad
made enough to get back on, and took
1 began to think Harris had gone
passnge on the Vulcan.
away with the othera, and !eft tne a second-clas- s
there alone.. I heard voices speaking It was not a big boat, and, to escape
earnestly In tlie distance, but without close Inspection, I went aboard at
venturing forth from ray hiding place. Queenstown. At that time I had no
Then he appeared suddenly, bringing more notion what was up than a blind
ln his arms a bottle and a box of rat. I was Just desperate enough to
take a chance."
'cigars.
He pnused and relit his stub, with
"Touch a match to the gas-jeDaly," he said, feeling for tbe table in an oath at finding it again useless.
"Then things begun to happen. I
the dark. "That's better. 1 bung
with a bird named
around until the gang all got out, so was room-mat- e
as to be sure we were safely7 alone. Horner, who claimed to live In DeHave a drink, and light up, old num. troit. He must have cottoned to me,
AVe are as secure here as we would be for we got a bit chummy, and In that
him
at the bottom of the sea. This Is way I picked odds and ends out ofquite
Alva's whisky, but good I sampled It which set me thinking. He was
a foxy bird one of these tall,
before."
secretive cusses, who talk a
(
lie sat on the table, nursing his
knee, rather pleased with himself, I lot, but never say nothing,- and he
thought, a cigar thrust between his came near getting my goat.- I went
lips, the blue smoke curling up before through his baggage, of course, but
his face. I Ignored the invitation to that was Just ordinary stuff he only
drink, but helped myself to a weed, had one grip, which he left unlocked;
waiting for him to open conversation. but I did get onto a pocket belt the
"Weil," he said finally, "everything fellow wore around his waist He
Is going according to Hoyle, but there never let that get away from hlra
I studied every d n
Is a knotor two yet to be untied be night or day.
tore we squeeze that million. Did you way I could think, up to get a peep at1
It, but nothing gttve me a chance.
hear what was said In there?"
came near going bugs over the thing."
"No ; you told me to stick here."
He laughed, exhibiting a row of
"Still In a way you're on Waldron
must have spilled part of the scheme rather ugly teeth behind his tblr lips.
"Then the devil must have helped
to you, that's what got your foot In
the mess. II 1 I know Ivan Wal- me. One night five days out, for we
dron, the d d Russian Jew; he'd were a slow boat we ran Into a a
double-cros- s
his best friend. What of jt storm. Wo both of us tumbled
out, and began hustling on our duds.
was It he told youT"
"Not very much," I said, wondering He was trying to get a shoe on, and
Into the side of
how far I had better go, yet feeling it went plunging head-o- n
necessary to relate enough to convince the ship. I reckon It nearly brained
him, but, to make things sure, I banded him one to the Jaw before ne got
his senses, and he went out for the
count. Then, believe me, I didn't lose
no time In frisking the guy and, say.
found?
what do you think
I shook my head, unwilling to Inter
rupt, fascinated with his description,
"The fellow was a revolutionary
agent. I didn't get onto all of it then
I didn't have time, but I found & let
ter of credit for a million dollars, and
a memoranda of how It was to be de
Hvered.
The d n thiug wasn't any
good to me It was to be paid to this
fellow by a banker in New York
named Krantz but it sure made my
mouth water Just to see it a million
dollars, gnod old U. S. currency. Can
jou beat It?"
"Looked easy you had It, and you
didn't have It."
"You said it. Daly. I didn't aare
keep the thing, and It wouldn't iave
done me any good if I had ; there was
no way of my cashing the paper. What
the h 1 could I do? If I denounced
him, the game was all off; If I held
on to the stuff he'd report his loss
soon as he landed lu New York, and
that letter of credit wouldn't be worth
the paper It was written on . . . Say,
I was In some boat; but, believe me.
I had no notion of giving up that mil
There Is a Knot or Two Yet to Be lion It looked durned good."
Untied."
"I should suy yes," and I leaned for
Mm that I was really conversant with ward to show my Interest. "And from
the situation, and endeavoring to Im- what I know of you, Harris, that guy
itate his style of speech. "According to hnd no show on earth. Did you croak
his story there was a gang of con- hlmr
He grinned, evidently pleased at the
spirators here birds from South
America mostly who had been round- note of admiration In my voice, and
ed up by this fellow Alva to pull off tossed down another drink.
some frtghtfulness, or other. I didn't
"That never ain't been In my line.
catch on to Just what It was, and per-hu- Of course I wai tempted to s cool
Waldrnn himself didn't know, or million would tempt an; guy. But I
8miq. revolution, I took it to lust shoved everything back exactly
It1.
Waltlrou explained bow he got wber It coma from, and fetched the

Buiill Parrlsh

steward. Between us we hoisted Hor
ner back Into the bunk and- doused
him with water till he came to. First
thing he did was to feel for that belt.
and he never got wise that It had
ever been touched. Anyhow, be never
let on to no suspicion."
CHAPTER VI.
The Deserted Automobile.
I was Impatient for him to continue.
but he sat there chuckling to himself,
and toying with a fresh cigar.
"Well, what did you do?"
"Played It safe and sure. I'm too
old a bird to be caught napping. J
put iu most of that night holding wet
cloths to Horner's head, and thinking
out some plan of action. Before morn
ing he thought I was the best fellow
he ever knew, and I had the guy

g

"That female is as smart as
a steel trap."
(TO HE CONTINUED.)

EARLY AMERICAN BLUE LAWS
In 1643 the Idea of "Paternalism"
a Distinct Hold on the

Dres-enc-

Communities.
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"He Jotted Down an Address on a Bit
of Paper."
where I wanted hlra. For one of his
breed, he was rather a friendly cuss.
This was bow I mapped It out. That
letter of credit had to be turned Into
currency before It could do ine any
good, nnd the only way that might be
done was through this guy Alva.' I
must .get to him somehow In a way
thnt would put me next his scheme,
so I'd know when he had the cash.
Once I got these details attended to
In little old New York, the swag was
as good as my own. I knew a dozen
guys that would bump Horner off for
a hundred if it come to that so the
price wasn't high. A million I Oh,
man; and It had dropped -- Ight Into
my lap. But to do this It was necessary that I should be Horner. That
was as plain 88 the nose on my face;
as Horner, coming with credentials,
and a letter of credit, Alva would be
bound to receive me with open arms
seel . After that I figured It would
be easy enough. But how was I to become Horner?"
"You couldn't dlwy with hlmr
"I should say not; he was a square
guy. It didn't take me five days to
find thfit out. So there wasn't but one
way out of It I had to put Horner
out of commission, and cop his belt.
It was either that, or lose a million."
I looked at him, with a sickening
feeling of horror I found hard to suppress, but he went on Indifferently In
the same cool, calm voice.
"There's no use going Into details,
Duly.
We landed good friends, and
Horner was In a strange lund. You
know New York pretty well, and I lost
htm the first afternoon down on the
East side. I never did know Just what
became of the fellow, but the next
morning I was alone In a back room
In Greenwich, and had his belt with
me." He chuckled grimly. "There
wasn't much In It, except the letter
of credit and a notation as to where
und when Krautz could be seen privately. It was the next nlht Harris
was to call on the banker up in Le
Compte street."
"Le Compte? What number?"
"247 Le Compte. Do you know anybody there?"
"No; only Le Compte is an old
stamping ground of mine. Go on ; you
went tliero, of course."
"Sure. Krantc didn't know me from
Adam, not even my name. I was Just
108 to him, but he was mighty nervous. Just the same, and anxious to get
away. I could see that I don't think
It wag his bout either; Just an ordl- -

In early America the township and
provincial authorities regulated private conduct and personal affairs with
a rigor which, If sought to be applied
now, would raise a general and Indignant outcry. Wha are called "blue
laws" were familiar to our ancestors,
and it would appear that they represented public opinion as to what constituted proper and seemly conduct
on the people's part.
As bearing on the daylight saving
matter, and as proving that It Is difficult to find something new under the
sun, the municipal authorities of Hartford, Conn., have found among their
records that a general town meeting
In Hartford, October 24, 1043, voted
that there should be a bell rung by
the watch every morning an hour be
fore daybreak, "and that they who are
appointed by the constable for that
purpose shall begin at the bridge and
so ring the bell all the way forth and
back: Master Moody (Wyllshlll) to
John Pretts and that they shall be In
every house one up and some lights
of an hour after
within
the end of the bell ringing, If they can,
or else then to be up with lights aforementioned half an hour before daylight, and for default herein Is to forfeit- 1 shilling; 6 pence to be to
him that finds hlra faulty and C pence
to the town."
one-quart-

"Q Is for Cute."
Mary Helen, age eight, has a little
brother Edwin, age four, of whom she
Is very fend and also very proud and
she never misses an opportunity to
talk about him. A little girl In the
neighborhood gave a party and Mary
Helen was Invited. One of the games
played was that the children should
form in line and each one In the line
received a letter of the alphabet from
which a word was to be made and
this word used In a sentence.
Mary Helen was so eager for her
time to come she could hardly wnlt
and it was plain to be seen that she
hud her word and sentence ready.
Finally, when her time came, In a
plain and distinct voice so that all
might hear, she said: "Q Is for cute
which my little brother is." Indianapolis News.
A Symptom of Senility.
"Uncle Dunk is getting along In
years," regretfully said a resident of
the Ozarks.
replied an acquaintance.
"
"He's some'rs about eighty-onain't
he?"
"Yes, and I skurcely ever seed a
man so old for his jars as he 'pears
to be of Into. He rid into the county
seal . with me tuther doy. We got
there about 0 o'clock, and before 5.30
he came around whur I was talking
swap with some fellers, and 'lowed
that as he didn't know nobody In town
skurcely and hadn't any business
and nuth'n had hapthere,
pened of an interest so fur and didn't
'peer likely to, he was Just about
Uncle Duuk la
ready to go home.
feeling his age powerful." Kansas
City Star.
"Es-yahl-
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Speedier Than Light
Electricity
travels 'about 62,000
miles further In a second thau does

light

Queer Way.
'What do you mean your Job Is a
queer one?" "I'm a bookkeeper for a
bookseller."
One Is never too old to learn the
things he was too conceited to learn
when be was younger.
;

SEE RECORD CROP
Western Canada Farmers Rejoice Over Bountiful Harvest.
Favorable Weather and Fertile Land
Combine to Pour Riches Into the
Hands of Agriculturists.
There are those In nearly every state
the Union who have relatives or
friends, or someone they have known,
who are residents of some of the
provinces of Western Canada. They
have gone there to carry on the profession and occupation of farming.
Their progress has been cnrefully
watched and such news as may come
from them or the country that they
have taken partial possession of will
be read with Interest. Important news
Just now Is the condition of the crops.
Newspaper correspondents and government representatives are now In a position, after muklng a careful survey of
conditions, to announce that the crop
conditions In Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta carry the promise of an
early and bountiful harvest and farmers view the outlook with utmost
pleasure. Good growing weuther has
prevailed since seeding and all cereal
crops are well advanced. Wheat
headed out has long, heavy heads, and
big yields are Indicated ; predictions
are being made that the record production per acre In 1915 will be exceeded.
Harvesting begun In some
sections in the early part of August.
An interesting feature of the situation
Is the fact that there' are no bad reports from any part of the country
from the Red river to the Rocky mountains nnd from the International
boundary to Peace river. There will
also be good fruit, vegetable and root
crops.
Most remarkable has been the germination of most of the grain. Marquis
wheat sown on' May 11 was fully
headed out on June 30.
Considerable advancement has taken
place In the last few years in the
growing of corn. Sunflowers are also
being grown quite extensively. Both
these do wonderfully well. On July 4
the writer was shown a twenty-acr- e
field of corn that had reached a height
e
of upwards of five feet, while a
field of sunflowers close by, was
entering for a keen race skyward. Both
will doubtless be used for ensilage, to
which will be added a splendid crop
of alfalfa or sweet clover, which also
have proved very successful. Now
that corn, sunflowers, sweet clover and
alfalfa have taken a liking to the country, it will mean a period of reconstruction in many farming districts,
and mixed farming will supersede the
period of "grain mining" that, no matter how fertile the soil, no matter how
generous It may be In giving forth
from its great storehouse of all the
properties that have given to Western
Canada Us
name of tbe
wheat granary of the world, too much
may be asked of It ; the departure from
this Into the sphere of more intensive
furming, covering many generalities
not before indulged in, will add dollars per acre to the value of this productive land.
Those who have
watched the progress of Western Canada, have been looking for the day
when corn and such like can be grown
successfully. It has now arrived.
The cattle and dairy industry will
be given an Impulse that will attract
those who have been wedded to this
kind of farm life, while none of the
Interest that may be taken by the grain
grower will be lessened. Already there
is an Influence following the fact that
corn and sunflowers can be grown,
that is leading to the erection of silos
In many parts of the country, all Indicating a growing satisfaction as to
the greut future that lies before It.
Due chiefly to the drop In costs of
materials and wages, farmers throughout the prairie provinces are erecting
many buildings this year, says the editor and manager of the Prairie Lumberman, who 'was a visitor to Vancouver a few days ago, A campaign
Is under way among the retail lumbermen and farmers, urging the erection
of 2,000 silos this yeur, and this ia
meeting with success, more plans and
specifications having been prepared
and more structures being under way
problably than at any other time In
the history of the West.
In

five-acr-
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Protection Against Radium.
physician using radium has to Insulate himself thoroughly from Its effects. Dr. Belcherc of the French
Academy of Medicine says they must
wear gloves lined with lead, and spectacles containing lead suit; they must
handle the radium suits with pincers
and sit at the table lined with lead. He
Is perfecting a lead protector for the
heart and lungs, but advises operators
to wrup themselves In thin lead sheets.
A

Jud Tunklns,
Tunklnt says nature putt
enough scales on a fish to give It more.
c( a bathing suit than soma human
beings wear.
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per acre
not less than
o, clock p. m., on the t2th.
PUDLIOHED WEEKLY (Jay of August, next, at this office,
the following tract of land HNEX,
By fSr. and Mr. A. C. White
R.
Section 25, T.
N.M.P.M.
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour -- named have
t&s
at
Kfcuns,
Buffs Ftkraarv Ith
ceased biddig. 'The person making
ffsw Msxica, Fen Ofii, u cond Clan the highest bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver vhe
Ur Matter.
amount thereof Any persons claiming
adversely the
land are
advised to file their claims or objections,
on or before the time designated for
Seksarlptlan S1.09 Pmr Vaar III sale.
R. Harrison,
j8 a 5
Receiver.
2

30,

General Real Estate and
Land Loans
All kinds of Insurance.
EUda,

at

at

Roberts

A.

No. (119470, we will offer at public
o the highest
ale,
but
bidder,

that the said allegation! will be taken
as confessed, and your said enUy wil AfrerftMat rates Bdhawaa aurteatlas
be canceled without f uther right to be
- lsh
..
heard, either before this office or on
appeal, if you fail to file in this office
131
withii twenty days afterthe FOURTH
publication of this notice, as shown
0- -0
below, your answer, under- - oath,
j
Zl. d. 'Cemmlsslemr,
specifically responding to these allega
tions of contest, together with due
Obstetrics A Specialty
Office Rcoin 12, tst., National Bank
proof that you have served a copy of
Sfkt Ft.fl (m SuH tl Pest Offic,
Bldg.
your answer on the said contestant
either in person or registered mail.
New Mexico.
Uoawell,
Phoire: -:- - -:- - 88
You should state in your answer the
EUDA
V :
:
name of the post office to which you
M.
.
desire f uther notices to be sent to you.
Local Snrgeen for Santa Fe Rt.
Emmett Patton, Register.
v.KOTICI FOB rUBLICATI05.
t,
Date of 1st publication July 29, 1921
' 2nd.
Department of the Interior
'111
"
Aug. 5, "
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M
" " 3rd.
Aug. 1a, "
July 30. ion.
"
" " 4th.
Aug. 19, "
'
M.- Notice is berey given that Benjamin F.
Bayliff, of Elida, N. M. who, on
Notice for Publication
18, 1916 made H. E, 035830,
October
Department of the Interior
for
Section
SEX,
18,
NE,
Office
Sumner,
at Fort
U. S. Land
Section 19, Township.
Range 32-N. M July 14, 1921.
RANGE CATTLE and 8IIEEP N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Notice is hereby given that McKinley
intention to make final three year proof,
COMMISSION DEALER
Robison, of Elkins, N, M. who, oi May
to establish' claim to the land above
15, 1910, made orig H. E. No.' 019351,
described, before Alvin C. White,
R. 26-for NEtf . Sec. 35, T.
U. S. Commissioner at Kenna, N. M.
and additional H. K. 019739, for
on the 6, day of Sept. 1911.
Section 34, NWV.Sec.
35,
Ctaiuant names as witnesses:
IT M
.
Township,
N. M, 124 North Msia
Range
D. Gouty, Jsck D. Johes,
Thonias
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenA. Jones, James M. Clubb, all ot
John
tion to make final three year proof, to
M.
Nenna,
85 sa
estalish claim to the land above describB. SB.
Register.
Emmett
Patton.
ed, before Ahrin C. White, U. S.
Commissioner, in bis office at Kenna, Medicine
N. M. on the 24, day ef Aug. 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses :
John F. Van Eaton, Ollie L. Wright,
Leroy L, Ballard, Ralph T. Ramage,
Office Odd Fellows Bldg.
ji5 aig
all of Elkins, N. M.
W. R. McGill. Register.
-

i

to

Dsd Shormnns

50 Cents

So Kwltcherklkkln.

SSiJ

W. Hodges

or rcBLicinoK.
kotici
Department of the Interior

7--

lr S. Land Office at Fort Sumner,
Notice is hereby given
July 21, 1921,
that Theodore A. Wilmes, of Upton,
. M. who on July 9, 1931, made add
H. E. No. 019911, for NtfSE.V. Sec 9,
XJJSWV. Se: n. NE.V,Sec2i.Tp.
Rge, jiVE, N.M.P. Meridian,' has filed
notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Alvin C.
White, U. S. Commissioner, at Ken-r.N. M. on the 3O day of Aug.
ig2i.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lon L. Mason, William Scott, Lee
B. Eoff, Charles K. Tolar, all of
j2g n6
Upton, N. M.
Emmett Patton, Register.
2--

a,

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior, U. I
Lata Office at Fort Sumner. N. M.,
Notice is
July 25, 1921.
hereby given that Austin L. Nix, of
Boaz, N. M., who, on Nov. 24, 19JO,
made add., H. E. No. 015546, for
Section
NNtf,
34.
Range
Sectioa 35, Township
21 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Dan Z. Savage,
U. S. Commissioner at Roswell, N. M.
on the 30 day ot Aug. iq2i
Claimant names as witnesses!
Charley C. Layton, Florence R. Clark,
William A. Shira, William Horner, all
of bcaz, N. M.
j29 aa6
Register.
W. R. McGill,

NNj,

Notice for Publication

NOTICE OF CONTEST

CONTEST NO. 10, 282.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
July 20, 1921,
Te the unknown heirs of Fred J.
Daii, deerared late of Valley View,
N. M.Contestee.
You are hereby notified that Thomas
J. Morris, who gives Elida, N. M. as
e
his
address, did on July 20,
ieir, Hie in this office his duly cor
roDorated application to contest and
secure the cancellation 0f your ad
ditional homestead Entry, Serial No.
042101, made July 16, 1918. for NX,
Section 23, Towuship 7.S, Range 31-N. M. P. Meridian, and as grounds
tor bis contest lie alleges that more
thau three years ha t elapsed since the
allowance ot said entry and neither
said entryman nor his heirs nor any
one for him or them has placed on
saiu emry permanent improvements
tending to increase the value f the
same tor stock-raisipurpose ' of the
value of bl)i cents per acre. That
said entryin.n died intestate on or
about Dec, 15, 1920, and left no
heirs. He was an unmarried man.
That such default was not due to en
try man 'a services iu the military or
naval organizations of the U, S. or
post-offic-

'

ia any National Gurd,
Vou are therefore, futher notified

N,

26-E-
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AtcSee,

Site's Land OfUtt

Elida.

N. M.

Office and Res. Phone 1156w

DAVID L. GEYCn
A
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IPIBiaiTT,

R0IWILL.S

N, M.

g. w. ziixm,
JEWELER.

Off lee First National Bank Blag.
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XoUee for PablleaUom.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.

July

30, 1921..

Notice is hereby given that Pelham
Foreman, of Jenkins, N. M. who, on
June 4, iri7, made II. E. 037529, for
SWX, Sec I5 EKNEV, Se3 21, WX-NWSes 22, Twp.
R. 34 E. N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final three year proof,
to establish claim to the land above described, before William It. Blanchard.
U. S. Commissioner, at Jenkins, N. M.
on the 6 day of Sept. 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
George W. Watson, Lawrence Ai
Gray, James D. Taokersleyi Lawrence
N. Waldrop, all of Jenkins, N. M.
(,--

45 82

Emmett Patton, Register.
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Roswell, N. M.
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West Fourth St.
'

Office Thone 28

N. M.
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Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Roswell, N.

M.

July 30, xg'ai.
Notice is hereby given that George N.
Foreman, of Jenkins, N. M. who, on
June 4, 1917, made H.E No. 037530 for
SWtf, Sac. 14, SKU, Sec 15, Township
Range 34. E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of Intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Win.
R. Blanchard, U. S. Commissioner, at
Jenkins, N.M. on the 6, day of Sept.
9-- S

--

1921.

s LB.

raiLs.

30

1

I

err:,...

Notice tor rutncatJon.
Depfcrtmaot of the Interior, U. 8.
Lm Offlr-- i, at Roswell, N. S.
June 9, ig2i.
Notice is hereby given that Myrtle I
I
Bachman.of Milner and. N. M. who, no
jime 12, 1918, made Hd. e. No.
r.iaud mitn,
for ALL of Section 19
043872.
MAYion.
Portales
Nw
. Twp
Range 33-N. M. P. Meri- w
.''" dian, has filed notice of intention to
Notice for Publication
make final three year proof, to establish
I
ISOLATED TARCT
claim to the land above described,
DrtakMt of the Interior. V. B. before William R. Blanchard, U. S,
LuA O fTies at
littBtt, N. M, Commissioner at Jenkins, N. M. on the
Jans 13, 1911.
0 day of July 192L
Notics is hsreby given that, ss diClaimant tames as witnesses':
rected by the Commissioner of the
Ben S. Hudspeth. Joe C. Alosworth,
Gt&erat Land Office, under provisions James A. Morris, Lawrence O. Mc
of Sec. 2435, R- - s- - Pursuant to the Cabe, all ot Milnesancl, N. M. J17 J15
dPPlisation of George E. Taylor, Serial
Emmett Patton, Register.

Will Appreciate a share
of your Abstract business.

8--

Tho "KBW HOME" Machine with Its
tnnny Lultomuvtng duvkf for iuliiand
(Hiicf Mwluc will prove Imeif l le limin.
pen.lbla U yotir coiiii'ort bcoiuN of lu
vu ud Uutlluf sorvko.
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With Your
Througit IM Um

You should have a large increase
in the number of esRs received when
International Poultry Food Tonio
is given. One extra egg a month
from each hen pays its entire cost
and its use often doubles the number of epgs produced. It is a tonic
for helping to prevent disease, to
promote health, to invigorate the
and egg producing organs, and
help supply material for egg shells.

ROSWELL UNDERTAKING CO

A Month.

LIONEY
reuitry

I?3TEnf!ATIO?!AL
POULTRY FOOD
TONIC

eoeoss

New Records Received Onde

Roswoll,

A

Bath Parlor
Lady Attendent

503 N. Main

U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
30, rg2i.
Notice is hereby given that John N. S.
Webb, of Bo3z, N. M. who oa Feb.
24, ig21, made add H. E. No, 039037,
forSWX, WtfSEJf. Section 26,
28-35, Twp.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noties of
intention to make final three year proof
to establish claim to the land above described, before Alvin C. White, U. S

July

6--

OSTEOPATH
Electric Turkish

Notice for Publication

Department ot the Interior

Commissioner at NWX, Ssc. ten T.
N. M. on the 6, day of
It. 31-Sept. iqai.
Claimant 6ass.es as witnesses:
William Horner, Florence B. Clark,
Charlie C. Layton, William A. Shira,
all of Boaz, N. M.
aj s2
Emmett Patton, Register.

Dr. BURT R. WHITE

Edison & VlcUv

Phonographs,

N1

I

Graduate
American School of Osteopathy
.
Kit ksville, .Missouri.

proceed-

ings.

and

Obstetrics,

HtfRD

Attorney.
Praetlelnt ksftr nil Caurts
Especial a'ttenttpn to United

00

yi

Kcnna Hotel.

3i-E-

. tfavacje,

Dr. A. J. Evans,

To get something to
EAT. WEALS Now
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FoUne for rohtlention.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
June 4,1921.
Notice is hereby jiren that Claude
F. Wortham, of Leeray, Texas, whs 011
July t2, 1918, made add Hd. E., No.
036617, for SJ4. Section 22, TownN.
M.
ship,
Range 31-P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-tiont- o
make final three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Alvin C. White, U. S.
Commissioner, at NW,V,Sec. Ten T.
N.M. on the 14 day of
R. ,
July 1921
Claimant names as witnesses:
Robert L. Hollis, Alary E. Hollis,
John H. Millor, these of Elida, N. M,
Fred B. Berryhill, of Kenna, N, M,
jiOja
Emmett Patton, Register.

Claimant names as
George W. Watson, Lawrence A.
Gray, James-D- . Tankersley, Lawrence
N. Waldrop, all of Jenkins, N. M.
as S2

Emmett Patton, Regtstr.

Notice for Pobli5tai
Department of tho Intact?
U. S. Land Office at Rosw& ? M.
July, 30, on
Notice is hereby given that WllUa,i M.
Best, tif Kenna, N. M. was, on
July 13, 1918, made H. E. Ne.
729,
for All of Sectior. 1, TownaMj
Range 31-N. M. P. Meridiftn, has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, tu establibh claim to
the land above described, before Alvin
C. White, U. S. CommisMttfatf,
at
Rang
NWtf , Sec. 10, Twp.
N. M. on tho 6 day of Sept. stf..
Claimant names as wltnfii;
William B. McCombs, Thosaus R.
Southard, Thomas D. Gouty, J lines
D. Gouty, all of Kenna, N. it. 1$ sa
Emmc;tt Patr.on,
8--

6--
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Blackleg: Vaccine P. D. & Co.

Bob Crosby and family return
ed home Sunday from Fort Sum-- j
ner, where they had been attend-

(AQRESSIN)
15

ing the two days roundup. Ai
utual Gob brought back a nice
supply of prizes.

5hoving, Our
Fall Samples -

'

You'll want a new suit this fall of course
and when you see the samples of the new
Btuff you'll want an Ed V. Price suit.
With us doing the measuring. Ed V. Price &
Company the tailoring and you making the
selection, you're sure of satisfaction- - Come
in let's talk it over.

E.

J.

Roswell,

New Mexico.

'KOflCl FOB rCBLlCAtlOH.
Department of the Interior

U. S. Lau J Office at Fort Sumner, N.
M. July 14, 1921.
Notice is hereby
given that Wilburn V. Carter, of
M. 1OO S. Lee St. who, on Oct.
20. 1920, made orig. H. E. No. 018851,
for Lots j. 4. EjiSWXvSE. Sec. 18,
,
T.
R.
and on July 9, 1920,
mad add H. E. 018355, for Lots 1.
2. EKNWX.NEX, SeC) x8 Twp.4.S,
Range 22-N.
M. P. Meridian,
hat filed notice of intention' to make
final three year proif , to establish claim
Ros-wnl'.-

32-E-

4--

to the land aboved described, before
Dan C. Savage, U. S. Commission-tr- ,
at Roswel, N. M on the 24 day of
Aug 1921.

OlaJaaut Samoa m T?leaa: -WaTen K. Williams, Arthur L. Holly, Jesse E. Holly, Lawrence H, Cross-lauall of Roswell, N. M.
jisaio.
W. R. McGill, ReRister.
Notice for l'ul.llentlon.
Department of the Interior U.S. Land
Office, Fort Sumr,r. New Mexico,

July

18,

Williams

1921.

W. II. Sherman and family left
Saturday for their home in Tex
as, after spending two weeks
here visiting relatives.

Cents par do3e. One dosa give3 life immunity.
We sold over 20 000 doses last year, every
body using it had perfect results.

OWL

CO.

DRUG

Roswell,

,

New Mexico.

Sale!

Of

Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Smithee
ar.d son, Scott &nd wife, old

of the editor passed
Kenna, Wednesday
from their home at Silverton,
Texas, enroute to Roswell, on a
pleasure trip.
friends

through

.

Acre Farm

Ten

at Greenfield, on Santa Fe Rail Road, 20 miles south
of Roswell, all under irrigation and cultivation. 200
stands Bees with galvanized tops, Bee house extracting aperatus complete. 4 room concrete dwelling
with 2 porches and bath. Yield last year $2,800.00
Owner is to old to care for 2 farms. Write or phone.

Misj Caroline Shields, who has
her aunt, Mrs. L.
M. Carmichael and family this
semmer will leave Saturday for
her home, either Plainview, or
Ida'ou, Texas. '
been visiting

F. M. Logan,

home. Mr. Swan and children
Mrs. Minnie Kimmons and
made many friends while here
daughters, Misses Nonnie
two
who wish them the best of sue
Mae
and Murl, were business
cess in their future..
visitors in Pottales, Sunday and

C04

North Va., St.

N. M.

Roswell,

Monday.

Mies .Alma Traylor is down
and family" who
from her home at Elida, visiting
have been visiting relatives and
W. J. Crume and L. M. Car her friend, Miss Juanita Sims.
Dr. Chas, A.
friends the past two weeks left
Tuesday for their home at Murr.- - michael were business visitors
in Por tales, two days this week.
Optometries and Optician
ford, Texas.
Roy Neely was up from ' Roswell, the first cf the week visit- EYE GLASSES THAT SATISFY.
ing
his brother, Tom and family.
Mrs.
Mildred Boone and dauEd Archer was attending Just
Roswell, New Mexico.
Miss
up
ghter,
Alice, came
ice court in Roswell, last Monday.
from
Roswell, Wednesday to spend
several days visiting on the W.
OLIVE ITEMS
Baker McGee and Oscar Gary P. Littlefield ranch.
opened up a Resturant and Con
fectionery here this week.
Too Late For Last Week.
Miss Lora Chavers was down
from Portales, Monday visiting
U. 8. GOVERNMENT
Harrison Bayliff returned
Loyd Dcerirg and sister came
friends.
FULL RIGGED STOCK
home from Roswell,
Monday
n Saturday from Oklahoma,
SADDLES
where he had been working the
where they- had been visiting
.
Exactly Ilk picture
J. C. Peck, Sheriff of Chaves their brother, Jack, and family.
past" two weeks.
nr
an
MW
tift
W.
timrutN
County was here yesterday, at
Every tkaddle
legal matters. He
tending,
to
Thomas Matkin was a Roswell, was accompanied by
J. F. Van Eaton was among
a Mr. Taj
visitor one day this week.
the Olive, callers Saturday.
lor of Roswel'.
W. A. King

Staehlin

$0995

-

Notice is hereby given that Warren K.
Williams, of Roswell, N. M, who, on
Oct. 9, 1919, made orig. Hd. E. No.
018825, for SX, Sec. 3, T.4-S- , R.'ai-E- ,
and on July 7, 1920, made additional
H. E. oi8829, for
Sec 3, Twp.
R. H. Crosby arrived Sunday
Range 2r-N. M. P. MeridAlvin Lambert was in town
W. A. Stroud made a business
ian, has filed notice of intention to to spend a few days on the
Elk-ins,
yesterday
home
trip
to Kenna, Saturday.
from his
at
make
final three year proof, to Crosby ranch southwest of town.
matters.
to
attending
land
establish claim to the land above describTir ' ; j :
u
ed, before Dan C. Savage, U. S. ComMrs. O. J. Cloppert of Clovis,
missioner, at Roswell, N. M. on the
M.
Clubb,
Coleman,
Will
J.
Mrs. J. S. Bennett arrived and Mrs. L. L. Gamel of Dallas,
24 day of Aug iq2i.
Printes MrArthur and Shirley yesterday from her home at Texas, are visiting their parents
Claimant turns at witnesses:
Lemons returned home the first Houston, Texas, to visit
htr Mr. and Mrs. II. B. Lucas.
Lawrence H. Crossland, Arthur L. Holof
the week from the western father and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
FRKKSIIT
ly, Wilburn V. Carter, Jec.se E, Holly,
T
part of the state where they A. II. Eaves and family;
PREPAID
all of Roswell, N. M.
iM.'fl IV
4.
J15 aio.
(
had spent the past week pros
year nearest
W. R. McGill,
Arthur Sturman came in SatMallroad fetation
pecting.
Regifitei
Ihey report seeing
W. L. Sears and family, W. urday from Las Vegas, where POSITIVELY a bargain without eqaall
some go 3d country but came back
he had been attending Summer Be assured the U. S. Government dee
well satisfied with eastern N. M. B. McCombs and family and

N,

4--

j

jl

'

(LB.

Normal.

We understand he will

Dave Howell, returned home
Notice for Publication
Thursday from Santa Fe, where teach at Elida, again this year.
Department; of the Interior. U. S.
II. T. Jones, Frank and Ben they had .spent the rast ten
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M,
July 29, ig2i.
Notice is hereby Good shipped 4 cars of cattle days.
given that George C. Betenbough, of fio;n
here to the K. C. market
Got dan Lucas, who assists on
Boaz, N. M. who on Sept., 20, io20,
Thursday.
made orig. H. E. No. 017294, for SE',
Gcod ranch mae'e a trip to
the
Roscoe Cannon, dupity Sheriff
Sec. 31, T.5-S- . R. 28-E- ,
and on Nov.,
Monday and while there
Kenna,
of Roosevell County, was down
10, 1920, made add. H. E. 019520, for
in the Fiank Good
Norwood
he
T.
home
assisted
J.
returned
from Elida, Wednesday attending
NWX, Section 27, N4, Section 28,
roundup
Wednesday
Melena,
and
where
from
returned Lome
Township.
Range 28-N. M. P.
to legal matters.
Thursday.
Meridian has filed notice of intention to he had been relief section fore
make final three year proof, to establish man the past two weeks.
Several of the Kenna people
claim to the land above described, be
fore Alvin C. White, U. S. Commis-ioneare attending the picnic a t
Guy Howell returned home Floyd, in the northeast part of
The C. G. Stroud family re
at Kenna, N. M. on the 7, day
of Sept 1921.
cent'y came in to see after busiWednesday from K. C. where he the county.
Claimant name as vttuMsee :
er
matters and visit their son,
had been with a shipment of
William Horner, Walter L. Garrett,
A. Strcud and wife.
Wilkinson.
Bud
for
cattle
Lee M. Johnson, Homer A. Olive, all
Dave Miller who has been
of Boaz, N. M.
as 82
working
on the L. E. ranch southW. R- - McGill. Register.
A teachers examination will be west ef here returned home this
held through New Mexico on Fri week.
tL. THRIFT IS POWER
day and Saturday August 26 and
27.
S

E

r,

LOCALS

Other people may ta'k of the
The examination will be con
C. L. but aa long as our
H.
Dodrill Tire Company does ducted by the county superin friends, Frank Good and W. T.
Guaranteed Vulcanizing and Re- tendents or their authorized rep Cooper continue to "pound" us
treading. Satisfaction Guaran- resentatives; No other exami with fat beef and roasting ears
nation will be held this year.
Roswell, N. M.
teed.
as they have for the last few
days we haven't time to worry.
C. A. Guinand left this week We herewith extend thanks to
C. B. Swan and children left
for Dandridge, Tenn., wheie for Los Angles, California, these gentleman for their gifts,
they will make their future where he will spend the remain both past, present and future.

manded the very BEST every saddle wsa
Government inspected and is up to Uia)
Government's high standard.

livery Saddle is NEW
Warranted Never Used

Made of best russett tanned sktrtlna
lent her, firm and solid, tlioroustily Usai
and f:iHt prulned.
TKKr Mnrilllrd Wild Went steel fort
ovnl horn, neek of
cover.
horn 3
tencth of sent 11 InebM.
SKAT
Firm aolid seat and Jockey I
one piece.
Kir.ilN'0 STRAPS Made from solM
leather, front rlirKlng: S Inches wide.
ringing t Inclica wlilr. connecting- it rap
IH Inches wide, off lilllel nlclet Inches 6 wtda,
tet
Inchea
and
tie atrnn 1
lieof-lild-

lc

t

8

Inclica

lonpr.

8KIKTS 29 Inches lonjr. MVi
skls
tt front and bock, lined with wool
FRONT Cine solid piece of lentfcer.
Incbee
KKMiKII (iood firm lenther, H
deep. 10 Inches wide: fender stays at '
stlrrnp leather liners are t Inchea wlda.
18 Inches lonr. 8tlrrnp leather cut oat af
hacks of pnod Arm solid leather. S lochs
wide, BA feet Innir.
Knlirt
bent hickory, X V
STIRRUPS
Inchea wide at hottnm, of standard thick
nes. with lnch tread and tnch aeefc.
atrnnd iillfrot
GIRTHS Hut
Vbtn lonir, with cent
hnlr art rtli. 14
on
II . "h strand heat cottua
lar and
center liar.
alrth : Inches
4. withlined.
tllAKFS Wo"-fcfitVrs
aii
i
tnirs hat
tiikvItinlte 1 anmher nratlnhle.
Ant
while they laxt C offer them lit SUSS-esc- h
Includes frelsht. la
anfl thl
other words. seiV fH!.5 and we oc1Iy
the saddle. frelvLal ehnrRca prepaid ta yoar
neareiit rsllrosd edition.
Remit by P i ffl"e Money Order
Order. Haak
Rlrea Mm V Jar's
Check.
ehanite ar t
run no risk. Eery
Order at once.
ia
to Da e- (narantrra
saddle Is
Hctlr aa des 'crlivi ir Due saiikiae mry.
li

'

will ie n.aura,
FEDERAL DISTRIBUTING CO.
Armr Coeds af 'CI Kinds Direct ta I'aaf
3U1 li. Com. I X
San Antonio,
money

L

Itrferences:
Autonlo,

A.-vn-

SUCCEED
L SAVE AND
-aXA-,,.
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-- u,-
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Cm fvsjy

Tetna;

Uovernment.

Stnta Hank,
.13 or Uradatreet
Hot connected
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Sport Duds for
the Warm Days

WOMEN

OF MIDDLE

AGE

May Escape the Dreaded Sufferings of that Period by
Taking Mrs. Block's Advice

Vegetable Com

i

pound advertised to
the paper and got
good results from
taking it. I recommend your medicine
to my friends and
you may publish
this fact as a testimonial. " Mrs.Roa- -

v.JertBlock,Box

642;

JHopkina, Minn.
It has been said that not one woman in
a thousand passes thiB perfectly natural
change without experiencing train of
very annoying ana Borne times painful
symptoms. Those dreadful hot flashes,
sinking spells, spots before the eyes,
dizzy spells, nervousness, are only a few
of the symptoms. Every woman at this
age should preftt by Mrs. Block's experience and try Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound.
If yon have the slightest doubt that
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound will help you, write to Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
about your health. Your letter will be
opened, read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence.
The Connecting Link.
One of, the instructors In a preparatory school which professes to tutor
youths desirous of entering college recently hurt nn Interesting time with o
md who was tncktlng biology.
"W'lin t," asked the tutor, "Is the connecting link, If uny, between the anl-n-

and the vegetable kingdoms?"
"I think I know," 8ii Id the boy. "It's
lutsbl"
A Lady of Distinction
by the delicate fascinat-

Is recognized

ing Influence of tho perfume she uses.
Soap and hot
water to thoroughly cleanse the pores,
followed by a dusting with Cutlcura
Talcum powder usually means a clear,
sweet, healthy skin.
A bath with Cutlcura

Metaphor.
of mixed metaphors an
was relating his experience somewhere over there.
"I'll say it was some battle. I was
up In the air for the time being with
my back against the wall, hut I resolved to dio in the ditch rather than
yield an Inch, so I continued to advance regardless of the Jerries who
were pressing me from the rear."
Hartford Times.
A

Mixed

Hpeaktng

The housewife smiles with satisfaction as she looks at the basket of
clear, white clothes and thanks Red
Cross Ball Blue. At grocers, 5c.
' Beneath Him.
"But didn't Opportunity ever knock
At your door?"
"Probably."
"And you didn't answer it?"
"I? Certainly not I What do you
think the servants are for?" Boston
Transcript.
-

Do you know

you can roll

cigarettes for
lOcts from

ono bag of

4

aumtnpr vflrntlnn without ft sweat It is a real orange, too, without aler Is but a poor substitute for pleas leviating notes of pink or yellow la
ure in a woman's life these days, as- Its dyeing. Against the pure white
serts a prominent fashion writer. She ness of skirt and blouse this tone
For maidens
adopted the Idea for strictly rough shows up stunningly.
usage, but that was a long time ago. with dark locks and brunette complexNow the sweater Is almost as dressy ions there is nothing more beautiful
as it Is sporty that Is, if It Is that for summer outdoor wear.
kind of sweater. For there Is no end
Blondes should cleave to bright tones
of the variety of knitted Jackets that of green, for they look their startling
are being offered for sale, knitted at best when enveloped In this aura. Now
home or by experts, or crocheted In Is their chance to display their beauty
fanciful stitches and patterns.
to Its utmost, for bright colors are the
Iteally and seriously, however, the thing not overly noticeable, for every
sweater Is now indispensable for sum- one Is doing it.
mer as well as for "winter wear, and
There are some sweater dresses In
because the field of Its operations has which the regular knitted coats or slip-on- s
become
so tremendously enlarged,
are worn with knitted skirts and
there Is reason to know about sweaters what they are and whence they
come.
For, if a sweater Is wisely
Judged, its purchase can be the beginning of a long and useful life. But a
misstep often leads to stretching and
fading or worse fate shrinking that
may plunge the thing into c state of
utter degradation, with its cost price
evaporated into nothingness.
Only those vacationists
who are
seeking out the Far North are Indulging
in the thick and woolly varieties of
sweater, and for them a great mental
effort is necessary these torrid days
to Imagine any climate which would
make thick wool obligatory. They are
warned at every turn of the sporting
goods store to watch their steps,' and
we can only hope that they will In
elude In their compact bagguge enough
thicknesses to protect them from the
icy blasts that are bound to confront
them.
it
Mi
For those who are summering In
J
mlider climates everything has been
clone to make the cold days and cooler
evenings a success. Sweaters are pro
vided anywhere from a cobweb In
thickness to those guaranteed to defy
ir sudden chilly blast. As one summer
boarder put if: 'Only when we wrap
ourselves in sweaters and hear our
teeth chatter while we read the heat
headlines In the papers do we feel as
though the rent of the summer cottage was not spent In vain."
Sweaters Are Light and Airy.
The sweaters for warmer days are
as light and airy and thin as the summer breeze itself.
It is astonishing
They are
how filmy wool can be.
knitted with open stitches through
which the breezes can find their way.'f
; r ?l
and the shapes into which they, have
been fashioned are mnrvelously clever.
Color is one of their realest charms,
for the general fashion feeling for
brightness In summer things has
Sleeveless Coat, Bound In White.
seeped its way into the field of sweaters with great success. No more Is white blouses. These are very good
it possible for a woman to send up looking and they are most becoming
the sad cry that brilliant colors are not to a certain type of figure that type
becoming to her style of beauty. Every which does not stretch the knitting
one ls doing it, and there are ways unduly but allows It to drop in
and ways of achieving becoming com- straight lines. Some sweater costumes
binations.
wools
are knitted from
The
costumes are most ef- and others are done In silk or artififective, especially if they are relieved cial silk.
Usually the silk ones are
.with some subtle touch of black. A in pastel shades, combined with white,
e so
white flannel skirt with a white
that while they have a certain
slip-osweater and a white amount of warmth they give a more
drooping felt hat was worn at a coun- or less summery appearance, an effect
try club recently. A touch of con much to be desired when the psycholtrast bad been achieved by tying a ogy of summer dressing is considered
narrow black ribbon, plcot edged. from its various angles.
nrcund the waist, leaving long bows
The knitted dresses those that slip
and streamers falling at the left side. on over the bead and are made on
It was the coolest looking thing in the
e
model are more or less
sight, and at the same time it prom popular. Since they are quite heavy
ised warmth if any coolness should by in appearance, they are most suitable
chance enter the atmosphere.
for climes that are really cold and
With the white skirts made of silk, dump.
For this purpose there Is no
silk knitted sweaters are exceedingly dress more suitable, for they do not
popular. The colors range all the way muss, they are not susceptible to
from the softest shades of baby blue wrinkles, and In every way they stand
and pink and lavender to the shout- up to the hard wear and tear that a
ing hues of orange, red and purple. summer life outdoors entails. At the
Orange seems to be the color that has same time they are extremely becomfound the greatest popular approval. ing to most women.
--

light-weig-

open-weav-

n

One woman who was starting out
opou a cold northern trip had provid
ed herself with an unusually Interest
ing outfit. Her dress was knitted and
of a rather subdued shade of orange.
It was made In one piece and bound
with silk braid along Its bdges. She
GENUINE
bad an angora hat of the same shade
of orange. Its brim turned up all the
A!
way around and could be dragged
TOBACCO
down at one side to suit her own style.
ol
With this she carried a white
3)
sweater that was capable of keeping
out every wintry breeze or anything
approaching that degree of chilliness.
It was a most happy combination of
color, especially when the sweater was
being worn, for the mass of whit? relieved the mass of orange in the proper proportion.
Keully the smartest,, women
who
have appeared recently In summer
clothes ht.ve been wearing the sleeveless coats outgrowths of the Sleeveless dresses. Or shell we say that the
Inr
dress grew from the coat Idea? It U
tm aura and oit romedy CHOLERA
a tittle difficult to draw Just that line
JIGA. DYSLUltHY.
i;;rANTUM, ETC of distinction, and It scarcely matters,
us. oioixaA
5C)C
nd II. The 11 else anyway.
Suffice It to say that both
75 year of wee.
everywhere.
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You Cannot Gripe, Sicken, pr Salivate Yourself If You

Take "Dodson's Liver Tone" Instead
salivates

Calomel

1

gish liver. When calomel comes Into
contact with sour bile it crashes into
it, causing cramping and nausea.
If you feel bilious, headachy, con
stipated and all knocked out. Just go
to your druggist and get a bottle of
Dodson's Liver Tone for a few cents,
which is harmless vegetable substitute for dangerous calomel. Take a
spoonful and if it doesn't Btart your
"V"
-

I

-

"

4

yon up better and
quicker than nasty calomel and without making you sick, you Just go back
and get your money.
If you take calomel today you'll be
sick and nauseated tomorrow; besides, it may enllvnte' you, while If
yon take Dodson's Liver Tone you will
wake up feeling great, full of ambition, and ready for work or play. It's
harmless, pleosant and safe to give
to children; they like it

It's mercury. liver and straighten

Calomel acts like dynamite on a slug-
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NOTHING NOVEL ABOUT THAT
Old Joe Had Tried "Electricity"
Found It Was No Cure for
--

Rheumatism.

VILLAGE SECOND

GAVE

Old Joe Carter had suffered from
rheumatism until, he declared,, he Had
"no patience with It," but he was always eager to hear of possible remedies, and when his sister In Mobile
wrote that she knew of a cure that
had been tried with great success, and
would tell all about it on her next
visit, eld Joe was all excitement.
"Now, .Mary 1" he exclaimed to his
sister, eagerly, a few minutes after
she had reached the house, "you-al- l
tell me 'bout dat ctwe for rheumatism I
I was so anxious I could hardly wait
fo' yo' to git heah!"
the sister, "It's
"Well, Joe,"-begaelectricity and "
Before she could continue Old Joe
Interrupted.
"De idea, Mary, of yo' comln' heah
suggestln' dat to mel Don't you-al- l
remember dat only Inst summer I was
strucked by lightning, and it didn't
Philadelphia
no good?"
do me
Ledger.
n

Got Them, Anyway.
The eccentricities of scientists are
like those of artists, says Dr. Charles
F. Baldwin of the United States public health service. There Is, for Instance, the classic example of Dr. Elle
Metchnlkoff of the Tasteur institute,
who became famous for the discovery
bacillus of long life,
of the
the microbe which makes buttermilk
sour. The doctor was, quite naturally, very particular about grapes and
he was so careful that he washed each
grape separately In his water glass.
Then he drank the water In which he
had washed them. Philadelphia Led
ger.

d

"A village In my state," says a Kentucky representative, "hod for muny
years the unique distinction of possessing two 'names.
It received tho
second but more popular name In this
way :
"A stranger who had lost, or thought
he had lost, his way, found himself
at. a point on the turnpike where two
ramshackle cottages, a blacksmith
and an Incognito postofllce stood. The
only human being" In sight was the
traditional barefooted boy.
" 'Boy,' said the stranger, 'can you
tell me how far It is to Orangeburg?'
" 'Mister,' snld the youngster, with
'you're
sententlousness,
admirable
plum sock In It.'
"And Blum Sock it became and re
malned." Exchange.
Making It Worth While.
"Whew 1" exclaimed the ngent for
a fire less cooker, as he mopped his
steaming brow.
"What's wrong?" asked the passing
postman.
"I told- a woman across the street
that I was selling a device that would
enable ber to spend every afternoon
at the movies."
v
'
"Well?"
"She wanted to know If I'd throw
In a season pass. Birmingham
-

Jud Tunklna.
Jud Tunkins says so long as building is so expensive he wishes carpenters wouldn't throw so many nails
around to be carried off in bis automobile tires.

i

styles are good, and that most women,
especially those who can be called the
"tailored type," are reveling In them
this summer.
The sleeveless coat Is becoming to
some women, who do not really care
for the sweater. It has a hardness of
lino that Is often "Interesting" where
the soft outlines of the sweater would
get In no telling work at all.
And
these coats are made from heavy flannels and from Jerseys, being unllned
and bound with white silk braid.
They are in bright colors all of
those accepted tones of green and red
and orange and so on.
Rosebuds.
Tight wreaths of pluk rosebuds are
being worn with the newer dance
frocks. One sees them quite up to the
shoulder. They are effective with
gray, black, ytllow, Jade and some- times with russet.
To make lace curtains appear stiff
when hung, add two or three table
spoonfuls of flour u the starch.

Mental buttcrflying at 2 a, m.
A great indoor sport for
thoughtless people
.

One ofthesurest ways
to become physically incapable of doing your best
work is to get only snatches of sleep broken by
-

disturbing dreams.

If your sleep is being

disturbed by drinkiog

tea or coffee, you may be
sowing the seeds of a
nervous breakdown.

Do not wait until your
nerves are affected by the
drugs, thein and caffeine,
in tea or coffee. Protect
your strength, vitalityand
endurance.
restful
sleep, and wake refreshed
and fit for any task.
I lave sound,

Po8tum, the delicious
ceres beverage, with its
golden-brow-

and

n

coffce-lik-

s

NAME

and Boy's Rejoinder to Puzzled Tourist
Responsible for Distinction
by Kentucky Hamlet.

one-piec-

SO rtoocj

Bull Dunn

L.J

"1

i

.

.

'

Hopkins, Minn. "During Change of
Life I had hot flashes and Buffered for
two years. 1 saw
Lydia E. Pinkham'a

X

LJKj

my--

richness
taste, will

let Nature restore your
coffee-irritat-

ed

nerves,

and bring you sound,
freshing sleep.

re-

Postum is wholesome
end acts in a normal way.
It possesses the advantages of a hot drink, without the ill effects of tea
or coffee,

Drink Postum for a
week or two. See what
a difference it will make
in you!

"There a Reason."
Poatam comet in two

forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
luada instantly in the cup by
the addition of boiling water,
poetum Csreal (in packagse of
larger bulk, for those who pre-fto make the drink while the
meat is being prepared) made
by boiling for 20 minute.
or

At all grocer,

THE KENNA RECORD
TELL 'ELI TO SEE

WELL-BRE-

GROVJIiiG WHITER

POULTRY
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ASPIRIN

AROUSING INTEREST

WHEAT III HORTIl

ME, SAYS TOWNS

Name "Bayer" on Genuine
Poultrymen Help Better Sires-BettStock Movement.
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I Sit Down to a Juicy Hardier
Varieties Introduced
Steak Now I Give Thanks to
Givi.
That
Better Yields
' Tanlac, He
Nebraska Live
Owners EnDeclares.
and Mature Earjicr.
rolled In Campaign Report Standard-

Every Time

.

Plymouth
Fowls
Rocks and Leghorns Lead.

-Bred

"Every time I sit down to a Juicy
teak now I give thanks to Tanlac
for taking me off that milk and mush
diet I hnd to live on for a year." said
Joseph It. Towns, Hie
and
popular proprietor
f the Sanitary
Heat Market, of Marshall, Mich.
"I had stomach trouble of the
worst sort and was going down hill
so fast I thought I would have to give
up my business. I was so nervous
and worried I dreaded to see night
ome, as it meant little for me and
then in the morning I was so fagged
out I dreaded to go to my market.
"The money I spent for Tnnlnc was
the best Investment I ever made. I
never dreamed a medicine could do
the work It did for me. Three bottles
was nil I needed to make me as sound
as a dollar. I never felt better or
more like working In my life than! do
right now. I eat anything I want, my
stomach is in good shape and I am
brimful of energy. I sleep all night
without turning over and get up in
the morning as happy as a boy.
"Not only has Tanlac made me feel
fit and fine, but I have also gained
twenty-fiv- e
pounds in weight. If anybody wants to know more about what
I think of Tanlac, let them come to
me and I will be glad to tell them.
It certainly hasn't an equal."
Tanlac is sold by leading druggists
everywhere. Advertisement.
well-know- n

Unsentimental Critter.
Short skirts are said to encourage
the activities of mosquitoes. Maybe
so, but we don't see how they could
possibly be more active than they are
around our own betrousered shanks.
Boston Transcript.

EASY TO KILL
RATS
and

MICE
By

Uifno th

STEA IUJS'

V

ELECTRIC PASTE
BEADY FOB USE BETTER THAN TKAF9
i

Directions In lb lanKnages n tvery box. '
Rata,
Mice, Cockroaches, Ants and Waterbugl
destroy food and property and are carriers of dlseane.
Stearns' Hlm-trtPaste forces these pests to IU
Crom Urn building for water and fresh air
boo and tl.&U. "Money back If it fall,
V 8 Government boys It--

DONT

GOLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles and
National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
Three sizes, all druggists.
Look for th name Gold Medal am every boa
and accept no Imitation

it
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PLUG TOBACCO
Known as

"that good kind
Cfiy it and you
iv ill know whij

for- -
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Harvesting Wheat

MADE OF MANURES

The average o annlysls of manures
from cattle, horses and mixed, shows
that a ton of dry manure contains 38
pounds of nitrogen, 7.8 phosphorus
and 30.4 pounds of potusslum. A ton
of fresh farm manure consists of
s
water but It conabout
tains ten pounds of nitrogen, two
pounds of phosphorus and eight
pounds of potassium.
three-fourth-

Shelter All Water Troughs.
All water troughs should be properly sheltered from the heat of the
sun In order to keep the water cool
and fresh.
Watch for Vermin.
Keep a sharp lookout for head lice
on small chicks that were hatched by
hens, or Incubator chicks brooded by

Citf
21.

ffonntjintlT rmwtnKdv
BianO for TH A IN HI) Tomifl Dennis
Unoarra.nhl
bonk.
kf3DtDsT. baWlktna and aLcrnuntlns nmii- tlons tvnd 1 oao
YOU vet one of
Uinse
DOMlttonnl
1 baTenpeutabearaof bi It rein iralnlnv
thousands of ambition, boys ai.d girl for
sooceaa.
baslnena
Untiring hnre

to fill

"jrfn"

and Inexperienced, 1 bare lilted (hem In
few month b to get and HOLD One offloa
positions. Then. In a few years, I bit to
aeD many of these same ruinates bold-In- s
down some of the blKhest salaried
and most Inflnential executive positions
1 hare bnlped tbm
In the Hnnthwest,
make more manor and 111 help YOU.
Hend today for a free opr of il Ill's
Hnnoest Book. It tells all about this big.
bnsf bnsloess oollege the larnest In
Ok a bo ma. it tells what we oando for
YOU. W rite now TOOAY.
John M. Hill, President
HILL'S BUSINESS COLLEGE
Ho. 9 South Hudaon
Oklahoma City

San Francisco Docks.
Sun Francisco has dock facilities
sufficient for the cccommodatlon at
one time of 250 vessels of average
size.
WHY DRUGGISTS
SWAMP-ROO-

RECOMMEND

X
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For many years druggists have watched
with much interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roothe great kidney, liver and bladder medicine.
It is a physician's prescription.
Swamp-Roo- t
is a strengthening medicine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended tLy
should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of year.
It is Bold by all druggists on its merit
and it should help you. No other kidney
"
medicine has so many friends.
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start
t,

treatment at once.
However, if yon wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.

Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper.

Art and Power.
Art and power will go on as they
have uone will' make day out of
night, lime out of space, and space
out of time. Emerson.

Important to Mother

iiGiu bfomncu
for (0 Year b
K07

A

DIFFERENT 170X1.1

Earnestly Praises Eatonlo
"My wife was a preat sufferer from
acid stomach for 10 years," writes H.
D. Crlppen, "but Is a different woman
since taking EntonlcV
Sufferers from acid stomach let
Eatonlc help you also. It quickly takes
up and canies net the excess acidity
nnd gases and makes the Rtomach cool
and comfortable. You digest easily,
get the full strength from your food,
feel well and strong, free from bloating, belching, food repenting, etc. Big
box costs costs only a trifle with your
druggist's guarantee.

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
I am Specializing in the Care of
lor Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature
and women and children otherwise
afflicted. I am prepared to take the best
In Use for Over 30 Years,
Children Cry for Fletcher's Ca6toria of care of a few cases in my home.

Infantile Paralysis

DR. ELIZABETH HARVEY

Daily Thought.

Phons

Oklahoma City, Okla.
But silence never shows Itself to so 610 W. 20th Straet
great an advantage ns when It is made
Good Way to Keep Flies From Bother. the reply to calumny and defumutlon,
... CUcu.
UII kicbiiu
Ing While Milking Obviates
provided that wo give no'just occasion
Tail Switching.
Humor In Humidity.
for them. Addison.
The easier it gets to stick to the
To keep flies from bothering while
oflice chair literally, the harder It Is to
milking, make a cover or blanket for
ALLEN'S FOOT-EAS- E
DOES IT
to it figuratively. ISoston
'Whan ahoea pinch or corns and bunions stick
the cow from a large gunny sack,
"
set a packaga or ALLEN'S FOOT
ripped open, and provided with strings aclia.
EASE, the anttaepllo powder to be shaken
tbe ahoea It takes the atlns out of
for fastening under forelegs, and Intn
Snowy linens are the pride of every
and buntona, Ktvea Inntant relief to
string across back to hold In place coma
Smarting, Aching, Swollen feet. 1,00,000
ounda of powder for the feet wera used housewife. Keep them in that condioyer the rump. If both the cow being
r out Army and. Navy during tba war.
tion by using Ked Cross Ball Blue la
milked and the one behind the milker
your laundry. 5 cents at grocers.
so
are
protected there will be very NO LOSS IN
THAT VENTURE
little tall switching.
Identified.
Edith Nobody loves me.
HOW DISEASE IS INTRODUCED Darky Got More Out of Garden Than
Ethel Oh, then Reggie has proEver the Owner Was Lucky
posed, has he? Boston Transcript.
Enough to Get.
Unwholesome Foodstuff That Is De.
cayed or Moldy Should' Never
Not long ago n couple of negroes
Be Given to Fowls.
who had long before been neighbors
Do you
Disease Is often Introduced Into n In a southern state rather unexpectedOf course,
flock by unwholesome foodstuff that ly met In Philadelphia.
know why
Is decayed or moldy, but good food they talked of old times in the South
may be easily spoiled by placing It In and one of them remarked :
it's toasted?
"How 'bout Out truck garden, Joe?
dirty troughs or neglected feeding
places, especially In hot weather when When I left you lind jest taken It over.
Did It pay?"
soft food or milk Is given.
To seal in
"Well," said Joe, "I didn't have nothcompluln
ing
to
'bout."
the delicious
PLAN TO WEAN CALVES EARLY
"I always had n mighty pore opinion
Burley flavor
Much Time and Annoyance Saved. If 'bout dat truck garden," continued
the other darky. "You remember I
Youngster Is Taken Away When
told you before you got it that you
Quite Young.
toasted
would never get your money back."
I did get my money back," re"But
neglects
to
who
owner
cow
The
wean his calf because It Is too much turned the other. "I made more out-te- r
that garden than the owner ever
trouble Is making ten times the trouble for himself by letting It nurse Its did."
"You don't say so?"
mother. It Is surprising how soon a
"I shore does," continued the other,
calf can be taught to drink from a
bucket. If one Is determined enough. "1' got the rent out of It, and that's
And the freedom from bothering with what the owner never got I" PhiladelQ
a hungry youn'g bull a few weeks later, phia Ledger.
charging down, trampling one's feet
Unready Money.
and Insisting upon having his way, Is
Nlcelplnch
Mr.
"I tell you we enn't
lot.
worth a
get too much money in the bank.
Money
talks."
His
Wife "Yes,
Millet as a Catch Crop.
Millet has proved Itself an excellent money talks, but yours seems to have
catch crop, and Is especially desirable an Impediment in Its speech."
since a good yleJd can ne obtained
even If seeded as late as the middle of
YiA mwwfon w Yr Acs"?"
m
July.
II I I If

Splendid for Chickens.
Don't throw away any table scrops,
kitchen scraps, sweety sour or butter
Live stock makes Its best growth milk, but feed It nil to the poultry
and Increase the profits.
on good grass pasture. .

tens.

OklMuu

Hiwraltft

Beware I Unless you see the name
"Bayer" on pnekuge or on tablets you
are not getting genufne Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told In the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago, and for Pain. Handy tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
trade mark of Bnyer Manufacture of
Monoacetlcacldester of Salicyllcacld.

COVER OR BLANKET FOR COW

ers' Bulletin 11G8, Varieties of Winter Wheat, Adapted to the iSnstern
United States, which charts localities
In which various types of wheat can
be grown to advantage.
Improve Wheat Yield.
Wheat can be Improved In yield and
In other desirable characteristics
by
the selection of good heads or good
plants from the general field and growing the seed from each Individual hea.i
or plant In separate rows. Continued
selection will result In constantly Improved seed. Another method of purifying a variety and Increasing the
yield Is what may be called mass selection. This consists simply In picking out good heads from the Held at
lurge, sowing the selected seed In a
small area, and reselecting It the next
harvest time.

Cotaful t to til
or t Uru4

N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

o
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ly nail

Service
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and
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best-adapte- d

Potassium.

Soap 25c, Oiatnent 25 and 50c, Talcaa 2Sc

tiMi. and
EftfoT Ctirm.

d

Dry Material Contains Large Amount
of Nitrogen, Phosphorus and

.

Tho Complexion
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Depart-

In the absence of census data on the
Setter Division of Labor Permits Fall quality of farm poultry, Information
Seeding and Earljer Harvesting'
being received by the United States
Careful Selection of Seed Will
Department of Agriculture In connec' Aid Yield.
tion with the Better Sires Better
Slock movement Is believed to be of
(Prepared by the United States- DepartInterest to poultrymen. For Instance,
ment of Agriculture.)
Since the uiirouucuou ul the hurdy of 75 livestock owners in Webster
rarletles of 'wheat from southeastern
luv.ope there has been a decided north-ivurmovement of the winter-whearea. This movement has been rupld
!u recent years.
The reasons therefor
re the generally large yields of win-:e- r
wheat due, first, to Its earlier maturity, thus enabling It to escape hall,
not winds and disease; second, to Its
greater drought resistance; and third
!o the better division of labor, which
.t allows through full seeding and eur-Je- r
hurvestlug.
The profitable production of wheat
in the eastern part of tho
United
States depends to a considerable extent on the choice of the
varieties. In general,- - the soft red
winter wheats are grown, although soft
white winter wheats are popular In the
northeastern United States, especially
Barred Plymouth Rock.
In New Xork and .Pennsylvania.
In
the extreme western portion of the county, Nebraska, who In one day eneastern area, which Is limited on the rolled In the better sires drive, 65 rewest approximately by the line of ported standard-brefowls. The flocks
BO Inches of rainfall,
.hard red winter averaged 94 birds. The principal
wheats of the Turkey type are grown. breeds reported ' are. In the order
Along the line of 30 inches rainfall stated, Plymouth Rocks, Leghorns,
there Is a transition zone In which Rhode- Island Reds, Orpingtons and
hard and soft red winter wheats suc- Wyandottes. Barred Plymouth Rocks
ceed about equally well.
were more numerous than other varieBetter Varieties for Many Farms.
ties In the breed. Of the Leghorns
Mauy fanners are doubtless growing the White Leghorns were raised In
poorer varieties of wheat than they largest numbers, while of the Wyanmight' grow If they knew exactly what dottes the white variety was somewas adapted to their localities and what more populaf than the Sliver-Lace- d
farms. The United States Department
Wyandottes, which were secof Agriculture has Jujt issued Farm- - ond. xBuff Orpingtons were the only,
variety of that breed reported.
. The
facts stated are believed to
show Interest In the keeping "of weii-bre- d
poultry, especially since the Better Sires Better Stock blanks merely
call, for the number of poultry kept;
owners
and In ail cases the
volunteered the facts about breeds
and varieties. It Is also noteworthy
few
that, whereas the better-sire- s
drive Is
(''
aimed chiefly at the Improvement of
breeding males, In the case of poultry
n large majority of females l'kewlse
.
are standard bred.

ANALYSIS

Guiicura Soap
Is Ideal

(Prepared by the United States

3M

KREfMAi!

If you are troubled with pains or
aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful passage of urine, you will find relief in

W

DROUGHT RESISTANT

ment of Agriculture.)
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DESPAIR
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BETTER

It's

voP1

arette

a

VlWERSMTh.'S

Chill, and Fever

CHILL TONIC

But a Fine Gen.ral Tonic
l
Ward Off Malaria and Restores Strength.
Try It
.lTMMOo

.

Jtaa Turn a Oa Laa
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Daddy's

TOO MANY AND LESS

WARNED AGAINST GRASS EATING

EFFECTIVE IIURLERS

i?dEveiii
Fairy Tale

Former Spitball King Comments
on Pitching of Today.

dyARY GRAHAM BOHNER.
fMWMI

Clubs

(WA i

&

In Big Show Carry Too Many
Twlrlers and They Do Not Receive Sufficient Work Bat,
men Do Not Hit Harder.

5

"Tears ago In the major leagues,"
continued
pitcher
Walsh, "every
worked In his turn every four or five
lays. As a result they retained control. Now, there are many pitchers

VICTORY AT GOLF

Jock Hutchison, Chicago Professional,
Made His Prophecy Come True
at St. Andrews.
Jock Hutchison, Chicago professional, who woo the British open golf
tournament. Is more of a hero than
the tourney stories Indicate.
Jock, like most Scots, doesn't talk
much. But what he says, lie means.

PITCHERS FINALLY WIN
It has been a rule In baseball
that the pitchers get the better
of the batsmen In the end. It

f?

has always been so and Is likely
to be so again. Handicaps have
been Imposed upon the pitchers
again and again, but they finally
overcame them. Note the great
number of .300 hitters nearly 20
years ago, when the pitcher's
box was put back to 00 feet from
the 'plate and then see how the
.800 hitters began to diminish In
succeeding years.
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Ed Walsh.
Mio start games only once In every
ten days, with the result that when
they do get on the mound they have

trouble locating the plate.
"The game today has Its Ruth,
Hornshv. Slsler nnd n fnw other henvv
IS ROWING CHAMPION AT 40 hitters, but at that I don't think the
batsmen are a bit more dangerous at
In Winning Senior Single Sculls the present time than when tho Sox
won the pennant and the world's
Hilton Belyea Made New Record
championship."
for Mile and Half.
Walsh Is playing the outfield for
Hilton A. Belyea of St John, N. B., Oneonta In addition to managing the
club.- Is a rowing champion at 40.
ne won the New England amateur
senior single championship recent- MORE CHANCE FOR ATHLETES
ly. Ilia time of 9 minutes and 36 seconds was a new sectional record for Trial Heats In Future Running Races
the mile and a half.
Arranged to Give Stars Better
Rowers, like wrestlers, seem to ImOpportunities.
prove with age. It Is a sport which develops them continually.
The Professional Coaches' associaTheir muscles keep on developing tion has announced an agreement
with
strength
and their
Increases.
the I. C. A. A. A. toard of managers
And they do not burn out as
whereby trial heats In future running
quickly as fighters or baseball players. events will
be so arranged as to give
stars greater opportunities to show.
TROTTER MAKES NEW RECORD Complaint was made that the running
of fast men against each other In trial
Horse From "Pop" Geera 8table heats In the past had prevented many
good runners from qualifying.
Negotiates Half Mile In Wonder,
fully Fast Time.
j
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Jock Hutchison.

At the Florida open golf tournament
nerbelwyn, trotter from the Geers
last winter Jock was asked how he stables and driven by Hal Erwln In

figured America' chances to cop the
British open.
"We'll do It," he answered quietly.
At St Andrews every other American contender went out early. Jock,
battling alone, turned a rout Into a
glorious victory, made his prophecy
come true by his own efforts, and
earned the thanks of the nation.

1

'

Ruby-Throate- d

INTERESTING
SPORT NOTES

the Saginaw (Mich.) races, covered
the first half mile of the first heat In
University of Kansas stadium
the 2:13 trot stake In 1:01 tnd took willThe
32,000. It will be
seat
2:084, 2:07
and 2:09, respectively, for the three heats. The perAustralia defeated England and reformance Is believed to constitute the
world's half mile track records for tained the cricket championship of the
,
the half mile and for three heats by two countries.
the same horse.
Gray Lag, colt, equaled the world's
record of 1:41) for a mile and a furlong at Aqueduct.
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BASEBALL NOTES

T'

Walter Tenn Shipley, Philadelphia,
Tony'Kaufmann, leading pitcher of runs on 30 hits In a recent game at has been chosen president of the Unitthe Winnipeg Maroons, has been sold Little Rock, established a Southern ed States Chess association.
to the Chicago National league club. association
record.
And nobody even thought to ask Jim
Purchase of Outfielder William Cun- Jeffries what he thought of the arguPitcher Carl Williams, who was
ningham
been
Waterbury,
has
of the Seattle club of the ment la Jersey City. Such Is fume.
sold to Albany by
suspended for not reporting to the Pacific Coast league, Is announced by
the New York Nationals.
dull.
Peoria, lit, will probably be awarded the 1922 regatta of the Central
purchased
New
The
Tork
GlanU
Nationals have Stutes Amateur Rowing association.
The New i'
William Cunningham, an outfielder, traded Pitcher Jesse Winters and
John Monroe to the PhiladelHereafter billiard tourney championfrom the Seattle club of the Paclflo
phia Nationals lu exchange for Pitch- ship emblems will be subject to chalCoast league.
er Cecil Causey, a former Gluut.
lenge. It will stimulate activity tn the
.'MileVThoiniH, a pitcher farmed out
pastime.
Luke Urban,
athlete of
to the Hartford club of the Eastern
Americans, Boston college, has Joined the CharGeorges Carpentler soon will receive
teniae by the New Tokstar,
pitched lotte team of the Sally league and will a challenge for a bout to be held lu
sml' a former Penn state
SpringIn
utility
be
used
roles. Lee Martin,
game agalust
The challenge la being fora
u tniclt ut 11 who has been playing first bane for Madrid.
warded by Andres ISuUa, a Uuliclan
field the othor
Charlotte, has been released.
box'

"I'm

called

often

a Hue
robin," a blue bird
warbled Just s
trifle longer than
a robin, "but my

g

real name

Is

I I

olive-brow-

n

bird. "I'm chirping my name."

"Teacher,

"I've

Just

Teacher," called the Oven Bird, "My
came U as It Is because I build my
nest In the shape of an oven, but I only
sey Teacher to make people think I'm
always looking for wisdom."
And before Peter Gnome left the
birds that day they came from all
around and sang for him their OMist
glorious song called Welcome th

no-ru- n

I

tyring.

Boy
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KNOW YOUR CITY

.

(Ala.) Junior
The Birmingham
Chamber of Commerce Is doing a great
deal to aid scouting by a contest
known as "I Know Birmingham." One
hundred questions have been suggested
by the different civic organization
covering the hlstorrcul, geographic,
population, cllnmtlc, industrial, transportation, public utility, ' municipal,
educatioiail, financial, real estate and
general phases of the city. The scouts
who successfully pass one of the examinations which are held each quarter receives a bronze bar, bearing the
words "1 Know Birmingham." And
as soon as the scout earns this bar,
his record In civic service Is then kept
by his scoutmaster and when he has
rendered 100 hours of such service,
small bronze civic service medal la
suspended by chains from this bar;
then when his record, as certified by
the scoutmaster, shows he has rendered 600 hours of ot"l( service, a
silver medal Is substituted for the.
bronze; and then when his total
reaches 1,000 hours, he will receive a
gold medal In place of the silver.
This contest Is stimulating much Interest, not only among the scouts but
among the citizens as well. In addition to this award, the 10 boys who
pass the highest grades during the year
are taken on a truck trip over some
of the old southern battlefields and
points of Interest along the way. The
16 boys who take this trip will meet
16 men from the Junior Chamber of
Commerce on the night before they
leave, and hold a meet along the lines
of the
spelling match
with these questions forming the basis
of competition In place of the spelling
of words.
THE SCOUT
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"Reading Up" on All Things Having
to Do With the Wonderful Outdoors,
Is Important.
ELKS ADOPT

BOY

j
"

SCOUT8.

The Elks of Minneapolis have purchased as a permanent camp site for
the usfr of local boy scouts, an
farm located on Lake Mlnnetouka
which
Scout Executive Dule pronounces the finest camp bite In Auier-- .
lea. The former owner of the farm,
Benjamin A. Paust, has not only made
a generous sale price for the property,
but has also agreed to help the JClks
finance the enterprise. It Is confidently excepted that other Elkn' ivtrrB
fhroughout the country will follow the
example or tneir Minneapolis brothers.
And what did the boys themselves
say to the proposition? "Oh, boy I"
they exploded with glee. "A whole"
farm with woods an' hayloft an' hike
to awlm In an" everything. These
Elks are regulur guysl"
UNIVERSITY ADOPTS SCOUTING.

Bluebird."
"Phoebe, Phoebe," called e lit- -

er

no-hi- t

word that he

wanted to take a
trip every once In
awhile to call ou
a group of ber
children and wondered If she would
give him the power to understand
their language on
these trips.
She had promised.
But she had also sent word that
creatures could
understand
the
ways and even th
'Peter Gnome Set talk of. all her
children If they
Forth."
would take the
time and the trouble to do bo.
She asked Peter Gnome to see that
people got this message.
"They can understand the animals,"
she said, "If they will only study them
and their ways and get to know theui
and understand them.
"Animals talk In so many ways;
often by thumping and by signs and
by sounds. They mean different words
by their different sounds and we can
get familiar with them.
"Do tell people this, Peter Gnome."
And Peter Gnome had promised that
he would. He could understand what
they said pretty well anyway but he
wanted to understand them even better, and Mother Nature had told film
he would be able to through the power that she would give blm.
So Peter Gnome set forth, wearing
his best and gayest suit and Jolllest
cap, one spring mornlug to visit the
birds.
They were everywhere. They sang
and they trilled and they chirped. They
talked and they scolded and they paid
each other compliments.
And Peter Gnome chatted with them.
Such a time as he had, talking and
listening to them talk, singing with
them and listening to them sing.
"Chirp," said little Robin Redbreast, "I'm ever so glad to see you.
"I'll sing and trill a special song
for you and you can tell me If you
like my best song.
"I've practiced It over again and
again so that Miss Springtime will
like It.
"If ypu canglve people a message
for us," little Roblu Redbreast continued, "I wish you'd say that we love
to have drinking dishes filled with water which are big enough so we can
bathe In them. But tell them to see
that they're not put where cats can
catch us. Don't tell them, though?'
the Robin whispered, "that 'we're
shockingly bad housekeepers as far
as the neatness of our nests Is con
cerned. We're not like 'those dainty
housekeepers the Maryland Yellow
Throats."
"Hello, Peter Gnome," said Mr. Goldfinch. "You see I've changed Into my
golden suit from the dull brown one
I wore all winter. Now I look like a
wild canary and I'm sometimes known
by that name and I sing like a canary
only not so well."
"I've Just arrived," said the little
Hummingbird.
"My
green feathers are looking their best,
and I always see to It that my long
beak Is clean, and that my feathers
for my throat come from those tine
feather makers known as the Red
Feather Company."
"I'm here," saug the Soug Sparrow,
"and some of my family have been
around all winter.
I'm not much on
I wear
looks.
dull clothes, but
I love people and
I try to show ray
affection by singing all I can."

ball.
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Mother Nature had had a message
delivered to her from Peter Gnome.
He had sent

Ed Walsh, once the epitball king of
the big leagues, now manager of the
Oneonta (N. Y.)
found time to comment on the base
ball of today In the big bIiows as It
strikes him. Along this line Walsh
aid :
"The pitchers of today are not a
effective as they were years ago, because the clubs carry too many hurl-er- a
and the curvers do not receive
sufficient work.
"The batsmen of today are no better than they were when I was In the
big show, . but are helped by new
pitching rules and the use of a livelier
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CHAT8 WITH BIRD3.
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Boys, page H'jghey Jeu.'i!r.gs, famous grass-eatin- g
former leader of the
Detroit Tigers, now asstslant to Muggsy McGraw of the Giants, and Trls Speaker of the world's champion Indians.
,
Don't chew gross or your health will suffer. Is the warning Issued to British
athletes by loading London specialists, following the news that a famous footballer has had to undergo two operations for a mysterious glnnd swelling.
The doctors found that the cause of the footballer's trouble was chewing
grass during games. This practice resulted In the swallowing of a parasite
which attacks cattle. Thousands of cattle as a result have to be destroyed as
a result of the consequent gland swelling.
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Two boy scout troops have been Installed In the minimum department of
the University of Notre Dame. Rev.
James Burns, president of the unlversl-ty- ,
has this to say:
'"After Investigating the boy scout
movement under Catholic leadership
and realizing the good it Is accomplish
lug among our boys throughout the
United States by Inculcutlng such virtues as kindness, obedience and
ereuce, I take great pleasure lu giving
my eudorbPinent to this praiseworthy
work and will do all I can lu a practical way to further the movement her
at the L'ulverslty of Notre Dame"
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